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THE RELATION OF LIME AND MAGNES,Im\{ TO PLANT GROWTH 

·IN 

MISSOtmI SOILS. 

******* *** 

PART - I. 

**** 
INTRODUCTION. 

The relation of lime and magnesium to each other in plant 

growth is a problem over which the Agronomist and Plant Physi -

ologist have .tumbled fQr some time, and before its solution is 

finally reached, will likely involve the consideration of several 

other mineral elements which are not now generally believed to 

function with them. 

It has been known ever since the time of Aristotle that 

lime is beneficial to most soils,and . 'ince then it has been used. . 

in all it. forms as a condiment;sometimes with success;sometim88 

with medium results and sometimes with apparent failure. SIR 

JOHN BEHN~T LAWS and SIR JOSEPH HENRY GILBERT were the first to 

make accurate observations upon the practice of liming. They 

found that ' the white or "fat lime"would produce better yields 
\ 

than the gray or "poor lime"which was sometimes injurious. 

From observations of this kind there has grown up the practice 
of 1 . , app ying lime to soils stiff and poor in texture. Magnesium 

on the other hand is never applied since it has no ~~l~enefi<-
59 





cial ac .tion~and is supposed to exist in suffioient quantities 

for all necessary needs of plant growth. This in general is 

true,as most soils in America and Foreign Countries, contain mor~ 

lime than magnesium. However, there are instances where the 

magnesium content of aome soils· is below that of lime,and appli -

cations of 'magnesium to these 80ils would be found beneficial. 

It will be the purpose of the following page. of this paper 

to discuss the Physical, Chemical, Bacteriological and Phys~olog -

ical:' relations of Calcium and Magnesium to soils and their 

effects upon plant growth. And while some of these theoriee are 

somewhat obsolete the majority are new and apparently true. 

000 

THE PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF LIMING. 

The necessity of lime to plant growth .is a fact that has 

long been recognized. Ita presence in a loil serves . many 

purposes. The first and most beneficial is the physical. effect 

exerted by its presence in improving the soil's tilth and textur.8~ 

Sad and sour Boils become porous while stlff,mucky Boils loose 

their atiQkiness due to the· coagulating power of the colloidal 

constituent of the clay. By liming, the individual soil particles 

are collected together forming compound particles,tha 80 called 

crumb structura,which 1s so necessary to good drainage and 

,areation. And areation means agraat deal;by it carbon dioxide 
and 
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other poisonous gases are allowed to escape,while oxogen,which 

is ~ecessary for nitrifying bacteria and other beneficial 
/ , 

processes of decay,is not only admitted/but actually forced 

into and out of the soil ~y daily changes in temperature and 

the continual variation of barometric pressure. Under such 

conditions soluable plant food is formed more rapidly; the zone 

of root action is deepened and the action of food making bacte~ 

ia intensified. 

Soil temperature is also vary largely influenced by liberal 

dressings of lime,which tends to lighten and increase the 

porosity of sticky clay soils, Aside from the heavy soils men-

tionedthe light sandy types are benefited to a certain 4egree 

by the 'addition of lime) which, although not always necessary 

for areation,is sometimes beneficial in order to increase the 

moisture holding power. The addition of lime to a soil has t -

ens the decay of humus and thereby encourag es the activity of 

the various kinds of soil bacteria whose beneficial action 
-

ultimately results in more humus. And because of the limited 

quantity of humus in sandy 8011s there is much liability of 

over liming them and reducing the already small supply of humus 

too severely • 

The act of nitrification is made 'possible by conditions 
\ 

which are largely indebted to the lime content of the soil. 

And in connection with nitrification there comes another use of 

lime which is fully as important,and this is its ability to 
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Ch~ck or completely destroy bacterial and fungus diseases which 

hinders to a more or less extent the progress of root growth 

and development. 

We may conclude tharefore,that conditione of good tilth, 

good texture,and good drainage together with good areation are 

largely responsible to the activity of 60il lime. And thea·e 

conditions may be considered as most conducive to the succeeding 

activities which are Chemical)Bacteriolmgical and Physiological 

in their nature. 

000 

THE CHEMlAAL EFFECTS OF LIMING. 

The addition of calcium to a soil supplies of itself no 

needed plant food. Of course calciuIll functions as a food in 

the formation of plant tisBues)but it would be a poor soil 

indeed which was too deficient in calcium to supply the actual 

needs of that element in the growing plant. Its action, there -

fore,when applied to the 80il,is that of an indir~ct agent, 

acting upon the dormant soil residues and chemically reducing 

them to elem'en~s of fertility. In the chemistry of the soil 

oalcium func~iQns as a base, neutralizing soil acids and displac

ing the weaker bases as, PotassiuIll) Sodium, Magnesium, Iron, 

Aluminium,and even Phosphorus where this element exists in the 

presence of iron and aluminium. It is the double hydrated 

Silicates of theae minerals which result fr th b ki , om ; 8 rea n& down 
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of feldsparsJthat are decomposed in the presence of calcium and 

humic acids. The resultant reaction is after this formu18:: 

nA1203,K20,6Si02 Ca(HC03)2 A1203,CaO,6Si03 2KHC03 n and this 

liberation of potassium in soils which is supplied with suffici

ent phosphorus is noted by a much increased plant growth above. 

Calcium isJthereforeJa very powerful agent in bringing Potassium 

into aolution. And its operation i~ considered to be that of 

a mass aotion in which one base displaces another in solution. 

To a considerable extent calcium acts as a liberat'cbr of 
which 

phosphorus in the acid form is seemingly able to act on the 

insoluab1e phosphates of iron and aluminium, converting them 

into the phosphates of calcium. However,there are 'many cases 

where an application of lime has apparently decreased the 

quantity of available phosphoric acid 'in the soil. This in all 

probability is due to cases of' excessive liming in soils whose 

phosphoric acid is not only 1imi~ed but already exists as phos -

phate~ of calcium,and when portions of this very slightly sol

uable di-basic phosphate does come into solution it is immed -

iatly taken up by the awaiting atoms of calcium and converted 

into the insoluable tri-ca1cic form. On the other hand when 

lime is beneficial in liberating phosphoric aci~ it is assumed 

that the phosphates of iron and aluminium are replaced by 

calcium, forming the more soluable mono and di-calcic phosphate~ 

which the plant uses as food. It is seen therefore that cal -

cium does ,not only ,function as a neutralizer of acids but as a 
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liberator of plant foods as well,-and under such condi tiona the 

best results are obtained by moderat·. applications made often. 

The process of decay which results in the oxidation of 

humus is promoted by the presence 'of a base to combine. wi th 

the organic acids ' produced by 8uoh decay. And the act of 

nitrification itself is dependent upon the presence of an easily 

attacted base, A~ a net result the oxidation of humus and the 

format.ion of nitrates are increased by an application of lima. 

"When land begins to need lime it is a waste of time and 

energy to continue to cultivate it until that need is supplied. 

For the economical use of every other fertili2ing material, 

inclUding ,manure itselfJls dependent upon the lime supply,and 

if this is deficient everything else will fall short of possible 

attainments." (Thorne eire 79) 

000 

THE BACTERIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LIMING. 

Many of the chemical changes brought about by liming a 

soil are directly responsible to the increased activity of 

bacteria. Soil bacteria are extremely sensitive to the alka -

linity or the acidity of the 80il in whioh they liv8 Jand the 

baaio properties of calci~ plays a significant part in the 

retarding or stimulating of their growth and activity. As the 

decay process of. the humus and organic bodies pr'oceeds acids are 

formed and poisonous by-products are created and thrown off by 
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the developing bacteria,which after a - time accumulate until the 

growth and -life of the nitrifying groups are impared. At this 

time the presence of a needed base, lime or something similar in 

r8action,neutr~lizes this organic poisoning ~nd sets aright th~ 

adverse condition. Only a small balance either way from the 

neutral point will determine the character of the soilts 

bacterial flora. Those of the denitrifying groups require a 

sour,acid,stagnanr condition while those of the opposite or 

nitrifying group require a medium slightly alkaline and a soil 

well areated. The bases of Sodium, Potassium or 1~&nesium do . , 

not seem to be B~rong enough to hold out of solution the acid 

radiclee which act so injuriously against the development of t~ 

A~obacter groups. Hence, the need of calcium • 

. "The nitrogen forming bacteria of the A~bacter group may . 

readily be isolated from soils abundantly supplied with calcium 

carbonate,whereassoila deficient in it,or in soils over charged 

with magnesium they can be found only with difficulty if at all~ 

(Lipman, ' Bul.,New Jersey Station No.2lO.) 

The dependence of thenodula forming bacteria of the 

legume families is largely upon the quantity and character of 

calcium in the soil. In eastern Ohio clover cannot be grown 

successfully owing to the deficiency of calcium, hence the 

scarcity of nodule forming bacteria. (Thorn Cir.79). The 

presence of calcium carbonate not only ~ff8CtS the gain of 

nitrog en in a soil but also the economy of its transformation. 
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This is a point upon which too much stress can scarcely be laid, 

since a difference of ten percent of available nitrogen in the 

humus or manure in the soil will materially effect the yield on 

that soil. But aside from the soil nitrogen the bacteriologic-

al effects of liming extends ,to the liberation of all the other 

elements of fertility. The evolution of carbon dioxide is a 

good index of organic decay, and in the presence of calciwn , 

carbonata, it will also serve as an index to the formation of 

the other elements of fertility. Hence,its bacteriological as 

well as its chemical effect. "If the liming of a limestone 

soil tends to decrease the available supply of phosphoric acid, 

the presence of bacteria in that soil will will tend to increas 

the supply. (Vorhees. Bul.2IO, New Jersey.). 

oOe 

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ROLE OF CALCIUM. 

Ithas been known for a long time that calcium and magnesium 

cannot replace each other in their physiological functions, and 

the exact performance of these respective elements ha~ been a 

matter of conjecture until quite recently. All that is known 

is due to the invest~gations of such able men as Boehm(75), 

Kellerman(80),Loew(92),Duggar(95),Reed(07),and Oaterhout(07). 

These men , in their investegations upon the functions of mineral 

nutrients ha~. lift.d the veil until sufficient evidence is now 

ascertained to partially affix their respective duties. It wiD 
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not be our purpose to discuss the uses of the other mineral 

nutrients only in so far as they bear upon the action of the 
, 

two elements in question. 

When making observations upon mineral nutrients in sol

ution Heiden observed that maize and peas growing in solutions 

lacking calcium lived only four weeks, and reached the height 

of 18.9 and 27 centimeters respectively. But when cultivated 

in a solution lacking magnesium the maiz.e lived ten weeks and 

reached a ~eight of 44 centimeters,wh~le the paas lived twelve. 

weeks and grew 30 centimeters high. 

This ie the first authentic indication that thera existed 

a relation between calcium and magnesium in plant development. 

Undoubtedly the reason for the plants living longest in the mag

nesium free solution was because of the preponderance of ·that 

element over calcium in the seed. The result of like experi-

mente of my own recorded in this paper conform to these 

observations. 

Results like these led other investigators to leek the real 

physiological reasons for this difference. 

results and theories follows. 

A summary of their 

In a series of experiments of this natura, Boehm observed 

irregularities in starch transformation when calcium was lacking 

in the solution. He was working on the bean (PhaaeoluB Multi ~ 

florens) and found that the plant rapidly recovered when a few 

d~ops of oalciu.m nitrate solution wer~ addad,but the addition of 
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magnesi~ nitrate on the other hand hastened death. The accu -

mulation of starch was found to be in. the .pith and bark of the 

lower stem. He also observed that death began in the upper 

leave. ·and proceeded downwa~d. By furt~er observations he at -

tributes to the use· of oalcium a function in the formation of 

the cell wall,and aays "In order to form the cell wall from 

starch and suga:r,calcium is just as important as in the formation 
I 

of bone". In this position this investigator maintains is that 

calcium assists in forming the skeletin of the cell wall. (See 

Bul.45, B.P.I.). 

In this connection Reed while workina with Spyrogyra in 

calaium free solutions,found after a .growth of six weeks that 

' nuclear .division had been complete,or nearly ao,in most cas~s, 

but in the case of cellular mitosis the transverse cell walls 

were NOT OFTEN COMPLETE and in many cases they had not FORMED at 

ALL. A still more striking need of calcium in cellular form -

ation was shown in a ca8e,by the same author,where Spyrogyra in 

the initial stages of conjugation were placed in calcium free. 

solutions. In the proper time normal conjugation tubes were 

formed and gametes produced,BUT WHEN THE CONJUGATING NUCLEI HAD 
. . 

FUSED TO FORM THE RESTING SPORE1 NO CELLULAR WALL WAS EVER FORM-

ED TO PROTECT THE RiSULTING PLASMATIC MASS. The process of this 

of this conjugation had in all respects been normal, but the lack 

of a cellula~ covering for the resulting spores is the best kimd 

of evidence that calcium is needed in cellular formation. 
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Calc ium however,i~ not a constiuent of cellulose but •• ems only 

to function in its formation. (Sse Annals of Botany,Vol.XXI, -

No. LXXXIV ~ Oet. ·1 07). 

Schimpar ,Groom and others con.ider ". calcium to f function in 

the precipitation of oxalat •• ,which bodi •• prevent the action of 

diasta.e im the tranaformat1cD of .tarch into .ugar. Thi. would , 
be 1m aecord w~th Beeam'. results on the accumulation of .tarch 

in the ab.ence of ealeium,and it i. very ~ebable that caleiunl 

dee. fUNction 1m •• ch precipitation aince much of the calcium 

found in the leaves of plants exiats in this form. 

Loew strongly propounds the theory that in the synthesis 

of the imternal cellular structures calcium fUDationa in tn. 

formations of proteids. Thi. i. a very ingenioua theory. Losw 

supp.sas that in the formation of proteida magnesium functions 

up te a Qertain atale,and then ahould it continue beyond that 

"stage an over abundance of the element would re.ult in a cloggin& 

or a congested 00ndit1on which would impare .proteid develepment. 

But in tae pre.ence of calcium, ::i. t being the .troIllar baae, wG)uld 

replace magneaium and permit conatruetive metaboli.m to proceed. 

Thi. theory held. up vary well in the ehlorophyll ~earing plant. 

but in the fungi,whicA are able to manufacture proteid. in the 

ab.enc& of calcium,it fail. altogether. Tae accumulation of 

lecithin and oily .ub.taneea in calcium free .oluti~n. rather 

indieate. that calcium doe. not funcjion aa a proteid builder, 

leavinc that office *ore likely to magneaium. It 1. very likely 
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that the radiclea or by-products produced inthe evoluti~n of 

lecithin bQdie8 are either neutralized &r eliminated by the 

presence of ealcium,or it may bi that cal~ium functions in the 

translocation of lecithin b diea,muah as potaa.ium functiona in 

tbe tranalocation of atareh. 

From what has been aaid it appeara that calcium unlike 

potassium and phoaphorua d 88 not funetion d1~ectly in the 1ivin& 

parts of the eell,but i8 rather a catalytie agent or acavenger 

whieh removes injuri ua reaidues from synthesizing protoplaam. 

000 

PHYSICAL ~FFECTS OF MAGNESIUM. 

The physical effeeta of ma neaium are a. muca pronounced as 

are thoae of calcium, only 't 'hi. elemen't effect. the ao11 PPoli tly 

Like calcium it inereaae. the moi.ture holding power f the .cil 

and espeCially the o.motiG strength of .oil .olution •• These 

Balte do n~t preCipitate aa .tronaly. aa calcium aalta do. In 

faet they make the .&il at icky", rend.rin it .tagnant and sour. 

Under this condition 1t doe. not promote nitrifying bacteria, but 

hindera instead. Vegetation usually grew. sparingly n 

magne.ian 80il ,and r t dev810pment i. a180 limited wing both 

t the poilonoua effects of the element and to the aour eondi

ti n of the aoil. Ma,nesium 8eems to have no function in the 

soil ther than a plant food. 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL USIS' OF MAGNESIUM. 

lla&ne • . ium 1. n •• d.d fer the •• mpl,t. d.v.lopm.nt .f all plant •• 

It •• c~. mer. abundant'ly ill, f:.w. t. and ••• da tllan ltd ••• iii . '. 

~eaT.' and .t ••. · , _ 'put .f t •• ~unct~.na .t -an •• ium app.ar 

t. be A:c.· •• Plt ••• d c1i~.etly an~ a 'pa~'t 'ind,1r8c·tly aa in the 

ease of 'calcium: 

Loew ,(03) and Reed(07) .blelived that pho.phorua wall allsimil-
( 

ated in the preaanae of maanesium. ' Lcew reasoned that since 

magna.sium was a1,waya found to be more abundant in rapidly Iro .. 

ing regions of the plant it necesaani1y followed. that it and 

phoSPAorus ' worked in conjunction ~itA each other. After work-

in,; upo'h the problem f~r Ierne time he concluded that a. all 

malne.aium aalt, were ealli1y hydro1i'Z.ed the secondary magnesium 

pl10sphate while in the) constructive prGaess of 'metabolism 

became decomposed into ' t~e t ,ert1ary phosphate" thereby lQaviIl& a 

mQ1ecule of free phQsphoric, ac~d: to proceed ·with the proce.s ,of 
I 

8ssiml1ation. Re ma.int'ained also that ' ni tratell and ~ulphat8. 

would be hydr(l)li~8d by the eam. r 'eaotion and thitt the result ot' 
' ~ ( ." .. 

\ . 

lueh me~aboli'm would be a ng-NESIUJI!'PBOTEI,n compound. Az:td. he 

:rurtl1l.8~ maintai~s that wi thout the pre8e~c,e of calcium this 

ma,n~s1um- proteid 'compound 'would aecurnulate ,until the aetivitie.'j 

of the plant ware, 8ither ruined or ' .e~iou81y . impared. 
I , . . , . In thla, 

connectfon it might be well to remember Boe'hm and Reed'. obler

vatio.n'a ,n ' the accumulatiQn of' veletable oils and 1ec1 thin in 

; 
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plants grown in calcium free soautions. In the p~esence of 

calcium a small amount of magnesium o an. do a &reat deal of work 

as it may be used over and over a&ain. 

Loew &oes .till another step farther and maintains that 

oils are synthesized only in the presenc.e of phosphorus and 

magns8ium;with this Reed alao concur.s. It · is a fact t~at 

phosphorus and ma&nesium,in oily 8eeds,greatly exceed that found 

in starchy seeds •• The ratio being as 5: 2. The phosphorus 

found in this instance is in the organic form,LECITHIN·.. In 

this connection Reed observed that Vaucharia when placed in 

cultural solutions lacking nagneaium did· not produce any oil 

globules 'and that in a similar solution lacking calcium oil 

globules were plentiful. The inability of this plant to form 

oils without the presence of magnesium S8ems to prove that the 

foregoing hypothesis is a Qorrect one. Thu8 far it seems tha~ 

this function of magnesium is its most important one. 

It is also known that the .porea of fungi store most of 

their Teserve food in the form ~f oi18. And as shown by Duggar 

(05) the spores of Agaricus Campestris will germinate be8t(when 

they germinate at all)in solutions oontaining phosphates. It 

seems that th~r& 1, no way of aettine; awa" f,f-l. 't>.~ the fact that 
", ',. 

magnesium and phosphorus , are always found tog'8~l\,&r)and- the 

presence of relatively lar&e amounts of ma&nesi~'~n oilysseda 

ana spores c0tl:firmi what has been 'said regardin& the neceasity 

Qf malns.ium to assist in the assimilation of phosphorus. Thi. 
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necessity is the more evident when we remember that the formation 

of fat is usually preceeded or accompanied by the formation of 

lecithin. 

*********************** 

.PART II. 

****** 

POT CULTURE STUDIES ON THE LIME MAGNESrIDJ: RATIO. 

On account 0f the intimate relation between calcium and 

magnesium, and because of their variation in Missouri soils it 

seems expedient to ascertain their exact relations to plant 

growth, and then compare this relation in pot culture with several 

types of Missouri 80i1s. It so happenl that a survey is being 
l 

.made of Mfssouri Boils, and already leveral types have been anal,. 

zed and chosen for 'practical field tests. The chemical analyses 

of several types under field tests, have 8~own some &f these to be 

defici~nt incalcium;while in lome magnesium has ·. &reatly predom- ,. 

inated. On s0118 of t~is type it beeomes all the more ,desirable 
. . 

to fimd the exact relation of the two ' elements. 

When planning th~.e experiments it was thoUlht best to ' det~ 
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mine t he calcium magnesium ratio in sand cultures before taki~ 

up the types of soil to be tested. While these tests were going 

on it was thought best to run several tests in water culture 

in order to ba exactly certain about the exact ratio. Time, would. 

not permit the completion of the water culture tests before ' 

taking up those of the soil, and so the soi.l and "and cuI turea 

were taken up first. 

For the sand cultures it was thought best to use the wire 

basket method of the bureau of soils, while for the soil tests 

the method 'of Hopkins and Voorhees wa~ employed. A descript.ion 

of the method and a l'scord of the results fdllow •. . 

The baskets were made 'fr.'om strips of quarter ineh wire cloth 

calculated so that when rivited together they would just hold 

one quart. After the baskets were made they were coated with 

paraffin,by dippini them,-filled with damp sand,-into a bucket 

of melted paraffin. The sand used was a medium grade obtained 

from a Missouri river sand bar. Beine the best to be had. It 

contained but little clay and comparatively little organic matter 

was present. However,it was thought best to wash it free of all 

sOluJble matter before proceeding with the test. This was dona 

by placing the sand into a large three gallon funnel and attach

ing a hose to the bottom at full force,the clay, organic matter 

and li&hter SUbstances were thus carried over. This method was 

.very ineficient but the bulk.,-two bushels,-was so large that the 

expense of washing with acids was prohibitive. 
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The cultural baskets were ' made up in duplicate and desig -

nated 1a,lb,etc. up to the six cultures whieh compose one set. 

In the following cultures there were seven sets. One killogram 

of air dried sand was plaoed into each basket and made up with 

the cultural .olution to a moisture content of 20%. - This req~ 

ired 200 e.G. cfsolution for each .baslet or 16800 c.c.for all. 

These solutions were somewhat difficult to prepare, since 

it was necessary to maintain,as a conatant"all the nutrients 

except oalcium and magnesium,which were manipulated in such a 

way tbat one would increase from ia,to6a,while the other deere-

aged from ia, to 6a. In, order to reach this result three 801-

utions,designated A. B. C. were made up. Solution A. contained 

all the nutrients except calcium and magnesium, and was compound~ 

ad according to Knopf s solution formu;t.a. In s'ubsaquent trials 

this formula was varied for reasons to be stated. Solutmon6B. 

and C.were calcium and magnesium respect~.whiladistilled 
water was used to fi.11 up 'Glle shortage of the other solutions. 

Molecular 8olutiona were employed throughout, and where i~ 

became necessary they were diluted to suit the best plant &rowth 

A carsful study of the f~orniulae in 'Tabla +_, will show how the 

solutions were made up, and Table ~rJ:'t will show how they were conr 

pounded. 
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TABLE No.1 FORHULA 1. 

Sol. Chemicals Molecular Strength Grams No.of No.of Times Total 
used. weight. of Sol. in liter grams liters dil\lted grums. 

KN03 101 M/I00 1.01 10.1 10 2 20.2 
-

A UaS04 10H20 322 M/400 .805 8.05 10 2 16.1 

o· 
K2HP04 174 M/200 .87 8.7 10 :3 17.4 

B CaC12 III . M/200 .555 2.22 4 4 8.88 

C HgC12 95 M/200 .475 1.94 4 4 . 7.76 

D Diat. H2O 20 

TABLE No. 11 HOW THE. SOLUTIONS WERE COMPOUNDED. 

Culture Determinants showin~ 
strength and ratio. Sol. A Sol.B Sol.C Sol.D Total. 

la&lb C~C12, M/200: M&C12, M/200 100 50 50 200 
..-

2a&2b -CaC12,M/200:MgC12, M/400 100 50 25 25 200 

3a&3b 'CaG12 J M/200: MiC12 , M/600 100 50 16.6 33.4 200 

4a&4b CaC12,M/aOO:MgC12,M/800 100 50 12.5 57.5 200 

5a&5b CaC12, M/400:M&C12, M/200 100 25 50 25 200 

6a&6b CaC12 ,M/ 600 :M&C12 J M/200 100 16.6 50 33.4 200 
---- - ---

t-' 
(» 
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Three culture solutions were made up in quantity; eighty 

four baskets were ,supplied with 1,000 grams each of air dried 

sand and a quantity of seven varieties of seeds were set to 

germinate. The seeds used were Gorn,Oats,Wheat,Cowpeas,Clover, 

Alfalfa andMustard. As fast as the seeds became germin~ted 

sufficiently, the cultural solutions were compounded as shown in 

Table 11. and poured over the sand, the seeds were then uniforr~11y 

planted. A great deal of pains were taken in selecting seeds 

the same in size,and degree of germination. Immediately after 

planting the baskets were weighed and coverQd to prevent evapor -

ation. 

As soon as the plants were sufficiently up,-one inch highr 

the baskets were reweighed and the loss of moisture made up. with 

distilled water. The baskets were then sealed,that is a piece 

of paraffined paper cut to fit the top of the basket,and permit

ting the plantlets to protrude through, was sealed close -to the 

surface of the sand. The baskets were then weighed again and 

all future t¥eighings were compared to th1h.s one., The water used 

in these experiments was obtained by condensing the steam from 

the heating plant by means of a block tin condeaser. 
I 

The first four series of cultures ran through to a success

ful conclusion,the last three failed. Clover and Alfalfa will 

not grow in sand and an ,accident happened to the Mustard. The 

results in the tables are not as uniform as they should be, but 

the gen&ral results point in the direction which later trials 

fOllow. An anylitiaal: ,dig9st of the table follows. 





TABLE No. 111 . CORn . FORMULA 1 • 

Culture Ratio Am't. Averag e Compar. Gre e:n Average Compar. Gr and Fina l 
Transp. Transp ' on. Transp . Weight Weight Growth Averag e Injury 

134. 5 
la&lb Cal : Mg1 132.7 100 7. 2 7.6 100 100 0 

131.0 8.0 
2a&2b Cal : Mg /2 131. 0 6.5 Do to 

121. 5 91. 6 5.2 68.3 
112.0 ~ .. 9 Lime 

Cal : Mil:; 
139.0 5.4 

3a&3b 134.0 101.0 5.3 68 .. 4 65.7 34.3% 
129.0 5.2 
122.0 4.8 Do to 

4a&4b Cal : Mg/4 125. 0 94.2 4 .6 60.4 
128.0 4.4 Magne-
118.0 4.5 

5a&5b Cai2: Mill 123.0 92.7 5.1 68 .1 - sium 
128 .. 0 5 .7 
122.0 8.7 85.2 14.8% 

6a&6b Ca/3: Mg l 12 6. a 94.9 7.8 102. 4 -
130.0 7.0 

I NJURY of LIME OVER MAGNESIUM 19.5 cf1. 

Tabulated results of CORN grown -in sand cul t ure to show the exac t relation 

of lime to magnes ium. Trans pir ation method . 

t\) 

o 
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TABLE No. IV OATS. FORMULA 1. 
" 

Culture Ratio J\m't. Average Conlpar. Green Average Compar. (}rand Final 
!I'ransp. Transpron Transp. Weight Weight Growth Average Injury 

567 567.5 4 .25 
la&lb Cal: Mgl 100 4.42 100 100 0 

568 4. 6 

Cal : Mg/2 
566 4 .7 

2a&2b 571.5 100. 6 4.6 104. 2 Do to 
567 4 .. 5 
541 4:6 Lime 

3a&3b r Cal : Mg / 3 I 484. 0 85.1 4.15 \ 94.0 95.0 
427 3 .. 7 5 % 
553 4 .2 

4aee4b Cal : Mg/4 536.5 94 . 4 ' 3.85 86 .8 
540 3.5 

Caj.2: M~l 
583 5.0 Do to 

5a&5b 590. 5 104 .0 4.7 106.2 
598 '4 . 4 98. 3 MaRne-
538 3.8 , 

6a&6b Ca/3: Mgl _ 103.5 103. 5 3.-75 90.4 sium 
608 3.7 1.7 % , 

I NJURY OF LIME OVER MAGNES I lTM 3 . 3 70 

Tabulated results of OATS grown in sand culture to show the exact relation 

of lime to magnes i um. Transpiration met hod . 

I 

I 
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TABLE No.V. WHEAT. FOill.rULA 1. 

Culture Ratio Amlt [Average Compar. Green Average Compar. Grand Final 
Transp. Transp'on Transp. Wt. weiilat Growth ~veraie Injury 

492.5 2.2 
1a&lb Cal : M,l 491.2 100 2.0 100 100 0 

491.0 1.8 
443.0 1~05 

2a&2b Cal : M,/2 466.5 95.0 1.6 80.0 Do to 
490.0 1.15 
480.0 1.7 Lime 

3a&3b CaL : Mg /3 510.0 103.0 1.75 87.5 79.1 
540.0 1.8 20.9 
548.0 1;6 

4a&4b Cal : M,/4 533.0 108.0 1.4· 70.0 
518.0 1.2 ~ - 484.0 2:0 Db to' 

5a&5b Ca/2: Mel 519.5 109.1 1.7 85.0 
589.0 1.4 85.0 Magne-
506.0 1.9 

6a&6b Cal'!>: Mil 519.5 104.5 1.7 85.0 siunL 
523.0 1.5 

15.0 
-- _ ___ L-

I NJURY OF LIUE OVER MAGNESIUM 5.9 7' 

Tabulated results of WHEAT grown in sand cultures to show tke elact 

relation of lime to magnesium. Transpiration method. 

t\) 
t\) 





Cul ture 

la&lb 

2a&2b 

3a&3b 

4a&4b 

5a&5b 

6a&6b 

TABLE No. VI. COWPEAS. 

Ratio 

Cal : Mg1 

Cal : MI/2 

Cal : M,/3 

Cal : Mg/4 

Cat-2: Mgl 

Ca/3: Mel 

Am't. Average Compar. Green 
TraRsp. Transp'on Transp. Weight 

537 9.4 
556.0 100 

575 10.8 
548 

590.5 106.2 9.0 
633 10.6 
576 7.7 

555.5 99.9 
5:3~ 8.5 
575 8.2 . 

571.5 102 .• 8 
568 8.6 
572 9.9 

554.5 99.7 
547 9.9 
559 9.5 

535.5 105.5 
512 9.5 

FORMULA 1. 

Average Compar.Grand 
weigkt Growth Average 

10.1 100 100 

9.8 97.0 
, 

8.1 , 90.1 90.0 

8.4 83.1 

9.9 98.0 96.0 

9.5 94.0 

~N JURY OF J..JIME OVER MAGNES IID/f 6.0 % 

.Tabulated results of CQWPEAS grown in sand cultures to show the e~ct 

relation of lime to ma~ne 9ium. Transpiration Method. 

Final 
IE.jury 

0 

Do to 

Lime 

10 % 

Do to 

Magne-

sium 
4 rj 

t\) 

~ 
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Thele four .eries, (S ee tables 111, IV~'V;Vl)~' were sown on 

Jan.17 and were allowed a ,rowing plriod of 48 day.. Th ir 

&rowth was vsry aatiafactory notwithatandini the ¥ariabl temper-

atuB. due to a very unuaually warm February. Mor differences 

were 8hown durin, the firat two weaka of ,rowth than were appar

ent at any time la~er,and these differences uaually favored the 

heavier addition of lime,which later .earned to be the cause of 

reducin&the irowth. In thill trial corn ,vall moat effected and 

oat. least effscted. Contrary to all expsctation.,and pr viou. 

notions,the growin, leave8 in the pots wher magnesium predomin -

ated did not become brown and falloff to any greater,and poasibly 

to a lesser extent,than did those of the pot. treated heaviest 

witlll lime. Im fact they had. a better green,and a~ growth advancei 

became more stocky than did tkoae im the limed pot.. The corn 

and cowpeas altlaou,h Ilrown"le,gy"were atiff enouih to atand,but 

the wheat and oats aoon fell over. 

PLATE 

COWPEAS IN SAND CULTURE. . SEE TABLE Vl. 
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The transpiration data of tA8se ~xperiments,aa ahown by tka 
c tables,did not prove to be very acurate. Thig was due to the 

lar~a eize ofth$ pots and to the tendenoy of the paraffin to 

melt loose from the aide; of the pota,thua admittin, an error. 

Thia data was tharefora,thrown away and tAat of'the ,reen wei&hts 

substituted aa ,the basia of our calculations. Considerini these, 

some surprisin~ result. were obtained. By e~minini the column 

marked "Comparative ,rowth" in tables 111 to VI it is aacertained 

that thi percent of &rowth increases as the quantity of ma&naaium 

in tbe culture increassa,or to state it differently, if calcium 

in the ratio of one to the decreasin, quantity of malnsaium in tA8 

culture IS COMPARED to magnesium in the ratio of one to the decra 

asing quantity of calcium in th'e Qulture the RESULT varies from 

3.3 510 to 19.5 % in favor of mainesiwn. This ia directly opposed 

to all " the con.apt. we ever kad of tke rslation of lime and ma~-

nasium to plant Irowth. Some relief was had when it was shown 

by chemical analysis that the sand contained but 462 pounds of 

ma~n8sium as acainet 5206 pounds of Galcium,~alculat.d on the 

acre baais. Thia low co~dition of magnesium was undoubtedly 

brought about by the washing of the sand which disaolvsd away the 

30lujble magnesium and left the more insoluble calcium behind. 

Then too,in the matter of plant ceedin&,the calcium would kave a 

tendency to precipitate out of taolution or revert th, pilospltatea 

and weaker baaes while magResium on the other hand does not do 

thia but inatead imcreases the osmotic activity of the 801utioms. 
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Hence there appear~ a double reason for tke superiority of the 

magnesium. pots. 

Tbi test altkoUlh preliminary waa suffiei nt to show a v

eral thin,s. 

lilt. Sand ia an absolutely unfit aubstan.c·e in w'hieR to test' 

gO delicate a broblem as the calcium magn.esium ratio, because it 

is entirely impossible to eliminate t ·hese ·elements. Sse ·the .rat

io growth of aowpeas im this ·sand. Plate 1. 

2nd. Pa.raffined pots with 1000 cc. 'capaci ty, or holdin one 

killogram of sand are too unwieldy for such delicate tests. 
\ 

3rd. Some medium absolutely frQ8 of lim. and ma~nesium muat 

be used ·for these determinations, if r aults are to be d pended 

upon. 

4tb. Constant attention is n ceB~ary 'at all times to avoid 

errora in the Ratur. of leaks, break., and extremes of temperatu •• el 
. ' 1 Befor wr1tin& up the results of the water culture t ats tho.~ 

of tae Ireenhous8 pot eultures will be aon~id.red, and illustrated 

a; well a. possible with photolrapha. 

" t ' . 

GREEN HOUSE EXPERIMENTS. 

The:re 'were planned in 00nnection witll the soil aurve,yi a 

eeries of cOIJrdinate greenhouse pot culture , experiments, which 

were to be duplicat~ treatments of those in the out laying fields. 
-

. And in order to make a eomparat'1vely easy observation of the effect 

;oi the lime magnesium tr6atment, some extra pots treated wi tht •• 
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two .~.ment. were added on to the other 8eries. When doini this 

it wa~ thoucht best to select soila which varied in the total 

quantity of lime and ma&_aaium pre.ant. SOlae should be as nearly 

equal as ~o88,i'bl., whil.other. should vary to opposim& extreme •• 

By eomsultin& Tabl. V1Ii ~A. ratios of' the, two elements will be 

aeen to be alarly equa'l in the ,sotls from Adrian, and, Lamar, while 

~aleium , pr.dominated in tAe 80il fro~ Poplar Bluff, Eldorado 

Sprin&s, and Vietoria and in tkat from Cuba, Salem, and" Harrison

ville 'the maln.sium predomfnated. 

These &loil. were collected in the viainit-ies of the town. 

named" and were shipped i ,n eonaiderable 'quanti ties to ,the ,raan 

Aouse at Columbia. They wers sampled at a depta of .iiht imahes, 
I 

and were _,atllared i11 places, where an ay-erags of the field would 

be Aad wksm the sample. were oompoaited. At the&reea ROU •• they 

were dried, pulverized, and aifted throuih an ordinary sareen 

wire &live. This removed all clods, ,ravel, . small atoB8s,and roota 
. ' " 

beaidel puttiBI the loil in .xc: llsnj , physical ao:m.dition. 
) 

To ,.t ' tAe •• loila, moi8tened, fertilizod and into the ~otB in 

a unifor.m eondition was mo small ta8k; it wall &acomplished in thi&l 

manner • .. EnoUih soil for the entire leri_a was ll.aped upon a ,zinc 
" 

aovered table aDd wetted down in layerl witlt distilled wat er, and, 

as, it was necessary to pot the soi 1 with Jlll the moist.ure possi

ble i t ~eqU:ired considerable skill in wet·ting ,to prevent puddlinl. 

In order to ' permit ' moisture di'stribut'1om tAe loil waa let atand 

for aome AOurS after wettin,. Tbem the mass was turn9d, sifted 
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and turned again a~d a,ain to imaure a uniform sample. Wh~n~~t was 

ready a portion lufficient to fill a three gallon stOia jar to wit. 

in one ine1\ of t,h~ top was wei,hed out, and placed in po; number 

one as a eheGk. All other weighinis and Gompaetinls were ' the sames 

as this ons.. By Qompaetini. is meant the method 'of fillini the pot 

pots 80 the loil ia eaeh one would kave approximately 'the ~ame de

gree of texture amd firmness. Tbe pots wera.prepared by' invertini 

them over a quantity of loose land or soil and drivini a draina&e 

hole the size of onela thumb into the bottom. Thia and the bottom 

of the pot were covered with a layer of pottery and sand whi~h 

served for drainaae purposes, the later pots, however, were pro-

vided with a false bottom of eighth inch mesh wire cloth which 

rested upo~ several pieces of broken pottery. This addition of 

the fertilizer was the most partiGular and tedious of all the pno

ceases. Tke area of eaah pot was reduced to the fractional part 

of an acre, and tke quantity of fertilizer aomputed' accordiRily. 

WORKING FORMULAS TABLE Vll. 

Size Surfac:e ~OO:lf 500# 500# 600# 1000# 20001 4000# I 

I 

Pot. ' A~ea 

2 0.5712 .386 1.160 1.85 ' 2.22 3.712 7.736 14.848 

3 0.4921 .512 1~538 2.56 5.07 5.128 10.25 20.512 

4 00.63029 .656 1.970 3.28 3.94 6.568 13.13 26.275 
........ 

Size of pots used in theaEJ experiment8,"to&ether with 

repre •• ntative amounts of fertilizer per fraetional aere,exprel

sed im ,ram·l. 
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Tne proper amounts of the variou. kinds of fert~lizer, aa 

expressed in table VII,was wei,had out i~to separate paGk~ieS 

amd compounded al the aevara1 loi1 leries were set up. All the 

series of pots were prepared and wei,hed before any planting was 

beiun,and all leeds were &erminated before being planted. 

Wlilen work of this c.karacter is goiBg on there is always 

,reat difficulty in keeping large eracks from forming in the sur

face soil and especially around the ed~es of the pots. ' Tkia per

mits toorapid evaporation and possible injury to the roots. To 

over ~ome this three methods were employed; the first waG by apply- ' 

ing a shallow layer of aaad on top of the soil. , This prevented 

cracking in the center but had little effect on the ed,es,and 

besides permitted the saRd to mix with the aoil whieh interfered 

with the texture,and ofoourse gave different results from those 

to which tll. ,)s oil was snti tIed. Tke second metRod was that of 

sealing the pots with paraffin or paraffined pap~r tnroUiR whiea 

holes had been punched to admit the plantlets. This method was 

also deficient as it uoes not admit of sufficient air circulation 

although · 801vimg the problem of surfaee erackiRI. {Tlle appear-

ance of this metkod may be leen by Qbs$rvimg the pots in the fore

ground in PLATE 28. The last method was the only feasible .one 

it Gonsisted in cultivating the surfaee ons and one half inches 

after the 80il had b·.aome luffieiently dry from waterin, • 

. By aonQultin& the following table t1ll.9 ratios of lime and 

magnesium and a desaription of the soi18 studied san b~ ascertain 

,ed. Bue0eedinl tables will live tae fiDa1 reaults .of the various 
treatment •• 





CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF THE SOILS 

Location N P K Ca Mi 

Adrian , 2840 698 I 5120 1 6880 I 6560 

Lamar 2480 1445 4620 4960 4240 

Victoria 1460 454 5520 6240 2500 

Poplar Bluff ? low ? 6346 4135 

El dorado Springs ? low ? 7112 4162 

Harrisonvill e ? good ? ~2351 i3808 

Cuba 3720 1020 4760 5460 8000 

Salem 1140 288 3120 2600 3540 

DER TEST. TABLE VIII. 

Description of Soil. 

Black prairie, fine texture, loamy, 
flat, poorly drainect ,puddled. 

Shallow brown clay loam, poor in 
t c xtur e, low in humus , sour . 

Brown clay loam,poor in t exture, 
low in humus, sticky. 

White , silty, good texture, caustic 
swamp soil , low in humus. 

Red sandy loam,fine , go od texture , 
friable ,leachy,timber soil . 

Black limeston e,crumy texture,deep, 
well drained, prairie . 

vark loamy streak in Post Oak flats 
poor texture t 

Yellow,sandy clay, shallow, poor 
texture , low in humus . 

~ 
o 





GREEN HOUSE POT CULTURE,,' COviPEAS, 

I'll' ADRIAN. 
Cowpe'as Wheat 

Pot Treatment. No. 01" He1Cht 
No. Dry Wt. Stalks 

1 Cbeek 13.3 19 30 

2 NaNo3 100:/! 14,5 20 32 

:3 CaCo3 2000# NaN03 100 15.4 20 32 

4 CaCo3 2000 N 100f 
P 300:/1: . 

18.9 20 27 

5 CaCo3 2000 N.I001 19.5 16 32 
' p !%,()():/I: K 100:/!: 

6 Manure 19.0 18 56 

7 Manure & Rock Phose 22.6 16 31 

8 Ground Limestone 1000 12.7 17 50 

9 ft . If 2000=6 11.9 22 26 

10 " " 4000:/} 15.2 17 33 

11 Magnesium 20 23 
Carbonate nOO' 14 .. 2 

12 " It 1000# 11.2 12 29 

13 " Sulphate 500# 9.9 18 30 

14 " " 1000! 10.3 14 24 

15 CaOo3 iOO,1.{iCo3 500 12. 12 :30 

WHEAT, 

Jfd~ 
Wt.of 
Heada 

18.8 

33.8 

24.9 

41.9 

40.5 

51.3 

30.3 

17.9 

17.5 

31.0 

18.9 

20.0 . 

17.1 

21.m 

27.9 

CORN. TABLE IX. 

/~1l7 T. UJ~R.. 

Cowpeaa Corn /~1J7 
Wt.20 IDry wt. No.of wt.oI 
Heads Stalks Corn 

30.4 16.6 4 43.2 

33.8 11.2 '4 85.8 

24.9 13.1 4 45.8 
. 

11.1 14.5 4 90.0 

50.6 19.6 4 103.0 

57.0 17.0 4 100.7 

37.8 17.5 4 113.5 

21.0 17.3 4 53.8 

15.9 14.0 4 47.7 

55.9 15.5 4 56.6 

18.9 13.5 ·4 39.7 

33.3 12.1 4 56.4 

J. /.0 
30.1 

46.3 
-

I 

~ 
~ 
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POT CULTURE ON ADRIAN SOIL. 

TAis is 'a fine &rained,'bla.k,loamy soil located on a hi,h 

flat prairie in Bates County. It is a part of the glacial 

drift that extended below the Missouri River,and while not very 

deep _is fairly rich in native fertility. This particular field ' 

however,had been roug~ly ~andled for a number of years and was 

in very poor physical condiiion when sampled for these pot cul-

tures. The analysis of this soil. (Table VIlli Page 30)shows 

it to be low in nitrogen and especially so in phosphorus, while 

the lime magnesium content is nearly equal. 

exceeding by a few pounds. 

The lime however, 

The first culture of wheat was sown in the · winter of 1907 

but it did not reach maturity because of unfavorable weather in 

its early period of growth. On t~e whole enough growth was 

made t ·o give good indications as to the effect of the fertiliz

ers added • . By a little study of the growth in this series it 

is observed that the wheat in the limed pots is better tham that 

of the check pot,which is ,as we skould expect it. If on the 

other' hand a comparison between the limed' and magnesium treated 

pots is made it is seen that those treated with magnesium out-

rank those treated with lime. This is something of a surprise 

and is directly opposed to all our expectations. In seeking 
I 

the reason for this new departure it might be suggested that 

there were more lime'than magnesium in the original soil, 
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and that the addition of magnesium approximated a close bal

ance of the two elements to which might be ascribed the cause 

for the enhanced growbh. It is true that there were more 

pounds of native lime than magnesium in this soil, but when the 

chemical equivalents of the two elements are estimated the mag

nesium is found to be about 30 % in the ascendency. Then,in 

the light of this and the contention that the correct relation 

of lime and magnesium should _be in the ratio of one to one,the 

limed pots should have given the best results. The following 

photograph illustrates the results. 

m{EAT IN POT CULTURE. 

Wheat on Adrian soil, winter of 1907. 

ment of lime and magnesium. 

PLATE II. 

Showing treat-
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Without further treatment of this soil cowpeas were sown 

on the pots and harvested sometime in October • Their growth 

. was much more satisfactory than the wheat and should give a 

fair index of the fertilizer needs of this soil. By observing 

the photograph of the peas on the following plate it is seen 

that magnesium very noticab1y retarded the growth,and when co~ 

pared with the chec¥-t was found that lime did also. In con

nection with this plate a little study of the table of dry 

weights(Table VIII) it is seen that there are only two instan

ces out of eight that growth exceeded the check, and the average 

growth is far below the check. 

COWPEAS IN POT CULTURE. PLATE III. 
, 4 

,~ , , 
'<I 

~II.II.II • • 11 • • lIlIlfi __ -I 
--~-- ----~-.-~- -- ----- --- ~----.-- -~--- - --- --~.' 

COWPEAS ON ADRIAN SOIL. StThIMER OF 1907. SHOWING THE 

RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF THE LIME MAGNESrIDv! TREATMENT. 

Whether these results are due to the chemical effects of 

these element& on th~ soil or whether these elements have this 

I 

effect on cowpea growth is a question. That the injury is due 

to their effect on cowpeas is made plain by a study of the 1908 

wheat crop (Table VIII~. Here it is observed that twenty heads 

of the check plot weighed 50.4 grams,the nitrogen pot(12) 33.8 

grams and the lime nitrogen pot (/3) 24.9 grams. Lime in this 
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.... 

pot was certainly injurious and by dropping down to the lime 

treated pots Nos. 8 , 9 , 10 it is ascertained that they are much 

below the check yielding an average of but 26.4 grams , while the 

magnesium' treated pots .yielded an averaee of 29.9 or but .5 

grams below the check. 

The conclusions to be drawn from these experiments are as 

follows; in the case of the first plamting of wheat the lime 

did not act as a plant food but as a corrector of soil acidity. 

The magnesiuml either did this same thing or acted as a chemical 

stimulent or both. At any rate its presence in the soil bene- . 

fitted the growth of the wheat. The cowpeas,on the other han~ 

presents a radically different problem. In th's instance the 

soil acidity had been c'orrected,and if lime is a plant food it 

should show itself here as well as in the next culture,but it 

retarded the growth in both cases ,while magnesium retarded the 

growth of cowpeas but did not materially effect the wheat. The 

addition of lime to this soil seems to have resulted in the re-

version of all the available phosphoric acid which the soil 

-contained and figured as the direct cause of reduced plant 

growthJwhile magnesium on the other hand had no such injurious 

action on the other elements of fertilityJor had very little 

if any_ The injury coming from magnesium seems to have been 

physiological in the case of cow peas, and in the case of wheat 

there seems to have been little injury if any as the 1907 crop 

showed a benefit and.the 1908 crop came out even with the check. 
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POT CULTUR.E ON LAMAR -SOIL. 

This is a gray silt loam,fine in texture, low in fertility 
f • 

and badly in need of drainage. It was idded to this teat be -

cause of its approximate sameness in its lime magnesium con-

tent (See Table VIII). It was handled,in all respects of treat 

ment, th'e same as the ADRIAN soil, being planted first to wheat 

then to cowpeas. In the third planting,however,corn was sub-

stituted for wheat and grew in the season of 1908. The growth 

of the 1907 wheat was not satisfacto~y,but each pot of the 

series was subjected to exactly the same conditions of moisture" 

and temperature and whatever differences of growth there may 

be shown is indigative of what the final result would have been 

had they gone on to maturity. 

In studying" the effect of lime arid magnesium on th.e growth 

of this 'series it will be noted that both lime and magn vsium 

stimulated the growth very markedly, indicating that they were 

very efficient fertilizers on this soil. But if the growth on 

the lime rnagnesitun treated pots be compared it will be seen 

that those treated with magnesium are again in the leadJas .was 

the case with the first culture of wheat on the Adrian soil. 

Now it just .happens that a series of field experiments have 

beem in progress on this soil for a number of years and it is 

known that all this land is aCid,also that liberal additions of 

lime have yielded remunerative returns. The~efore,it ia but 
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natural to suspect that the lime has functioned only in con

nection with the soil acids presen~. Nothing else can be said 

for it since the other elements, phosphorus and potassium,existed 

in limited quantities,and if lime had liberated potassium as it 

sometimes does there would have beem a reversed difference in 

the growth of pots #2 and #3. If on the other hand it had re

vert ed the phosphorus , as it. sometimes does the growth of the ' 

lime treated pots would ha~e been below the check. 

WHEAT IN POT CULTURE PLATE IV. 

WHEAT ON LAMAR SOIL. WINTER L907. SHOWING THE EFFECT OF 

LIME AND ,MAGNESIUM TREATHENT. 
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The lime seems to have done nothing but neutralize the 

soil acids '. Then what , is to be said of magnesium? In lesser 

amounts it haa stimulated growth beyond that of lime. 

functioned as a chemical stimulant or acted as a corrector of 

the soil's acidity? Without doubt it has done both,for calcium 

and magnesium belong to the same group of "Alkaline Earths" 

and have several things in common,among them the ability to 

precipitate certain of the acid groups. Then it will be r emem

bereq that Reed and Loew discovered nagnesium to be exc eptional

ly abundant in the most active growing parts o'f plants. Thus 

indicating that it entered actively into· the process of growth. 

On this soil the residual effects are directly opposit to 

those on the Adrian soil,the growth of the peas being very 
' I 

satisfactory. On the Adrian soil the tendency of the two elen~ 

ents was to hinder growth,on this 60il they bouyed it up. By 

consulting t~e table the lime i s seen to have exceeded the check 

pot by 47.1 % as again Jt 20.7 %, for the magnesium. 

COWPEAS IN POT CULTURE PLATE V. 

COWPEAS ON LA1,!A l rOIL . SUH!,..rER OF 1907. SHOWI NG THE 

EFF'R!CT OF LI 'irE AND MAGNESIUM . PEAC't SOWN AF'TER Wtl'T:1AT TH 
:J D ~ nrl) . E SOIL 

TOT - EING REFERTILIZED. 
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In the fall of 1907 the soil in each pot of this series . 

waS turned out,aifted,reset and refertilized. During the pro

cess it was ascertained that the texture of the soil had remain

ed almost enti~ely unchanged and was in an excellent condition. 

Thus we know that the enclosed soil in each pot was well aerated, 

and should have given maximum results. Corn was planted on this 

series Dec.24 and harvested , Mar.Zl. In this growing period of 

87 days it did not make a very; abundant . growth. This,however, 

may have been due -to the , green house conditiona,but the final 

resJ.llts were s'ufficiently marked to index the effect of the 

fertilizer. By a study of the green weights of the corn in 

TABLE IX it will be seen that the lime magnesium treatment ex

ceeded the growth of the check by' a small margin. The limed 

pots by an average of Zl.9 % and the magnesium by an average 

of 11.1 % a difference of 10.8 % in 'favor of the lime. This' 

difference of growth shows very plainly the relative effect 

o'f these two elements on this soil. 

It is gratifying to observe at the outset such a close 

balance between these two elements,and tco,when it is known 

that aoil is such an eratic substance to get oonsistant results 

from. The next results to be· considered will be from soil in 

whmch the lime element predominates. 





GREEN HOUSE POT CULTURE, 

VICTORIA. 
Cowpeas Wheat 

Pot Treat Dry No . ofl Hight Wt.Per 
No . ment .. Wt. Stalks In~ Head 

. 1 Check 14.~ 9 25 16. 9 

2 N 16.4 7 50 24 . 8 

3 Ca, ;N 18 .1 10 29 24 . 6 
I 

4 Ca , N, p. 20~1 9 29 27. 0 

. 5 Ca,N , P,K, 21. 1 I 10 24 22 . 6 . 

6 Manure 17 . 0 10 25 29 . 1 

7 Mtnr . & 25 . 9 10 27 29 . 1 
Reck 

8 C~i1000# 12 . 8 10 27 16 . 5 

9 Ca , 200ufr 15 . 9 10 26 20 . 0 . 

10 Ca , 4000f 16. 5 10 23 18 . 1 

11 MgCo3 J 15 . 2 12 23 15 . 0 
500 

12 MgCo3 '14.2 
1000:/r 

9· 26 22 . 3 

13 MgSo4 
500:# 

13 . 2· 10 . 26 15.8 

14 MgSo4 
1000# 

14 . 5. 10 25 18.,1 

15 MgSo4,1000 15 . S 10 19 21.9 
CaCo3 , 1000 :t 

COWPEAS , EAT , CORN. TABLE X. 

~OPLAR BLUFF. ELDORADO SPRINGS. 
C( wneas' Corn Downeae CJlrn 

Wt . Per j Dry No I Wt Dry No . -I Wt . 
20 Ht de Wt . St'ks Stika Wt . St ' ka St ' ka 

37 . 5 14 . 4 4 58 . 2 9.0 4 23.5 

70.9 10 . 6 4 102 . 9 10 . 2 4 24 .1 

49 .2 15 . 9 4 89 . 9 7. q 4 26. 4 
-

60 . 0 17. 4 4 112 . 0 14 . 9 4: 28 . 8 

45 . 2 19 . 0 4 108.8 15 . 3 4 45 . 4 
{ 

58.2 18.9 4 153 . 7 14 . 5 4 73 . 0 

58 . 2 20 . 5 4 142 . 2 16 . 2 4 64 . 8 

52.6 15 . 4 · 4 59 . 4 8 . 1 4 14 . 5 

.40 . 0 12 . 2 4 5U . 0 7 . 9 4 16. 3 

45 . 2 13 . 5 4 24 . :; 8 . 6 4 20.8 

24.5 

49 . 5 

'31.6 

36 . 2 

43 . 8 
! 

I 

~ 
o 
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POT CULTURE on VICTORIA SOIL. 

This soil was selected because of the preponderance of 

lime over magnesium in the top seven 1nches,which is shown by 

the ana1ysis,in table .VIII,to be in the ratio of 5 : 2. It is 

a fine sandy loam, brown in co1or,shallow and comtains but little 

humus. It had been severely farmed ·for a long number of years 

and was in bad physical condition when sampled for this work. 

In the field tests it has responded to phosphatic fertilizers 

which is as one would expect knowing the small quantity of that 

SUbstance found in it. 

This soil was handled at the greenhouse in the same manner · 

as was all the other soils, and it was planted to wheat at the 

same time the other series was planted, being subjected to sim

ilar conditions throughout. On account of its defficiency in 

humus it required more water to keep it moist and also more 

cultivation to keep it in good heart. than did any of the other 

soils under observation. For this reason growth was not 80 

abundant as on the other aoi1s,and the effects of the fertiliz

ers do not st~nd out so prominently~yet a little difference in 

the lime magnesium treatment is present, the lime slightly, above 

the magnesium and both above the check. It is interesting to 

note how these fertilizers effected erowth. Knowing the soil 

to contain a normal amount of lime,6240 pounds,one would expect 

a large addition of that SUbstance to decreaseplant growth,but 





on the contrary increases in direct p~oportion. The magnesium 

does the same, which is as we would expect. The su~phate giEing 

the better results in the 1907. wheat and the carbonate in the 

cowpeas wi th a return to ' the sulphate in the 1908 wheat. It is 

also interesting to note that where both lime and magnesium 

have been added together in like amounts the resulting growth 

in such cases has been largely augmented. By a glance at pots 

No. 15 in the Adrian,Lamar,Victoria and Cuba series this fact 

will be readilty seen. 

POT CULTURES OF WHEAT PLATE VI. 

~ - - . ~ . ..,.-
-.--~-------------~- - - -.- ---

WH~AT ON VICTmRIA SOIL IN WINTER OF 1907. PHOTOGRAPH 

TAKEN IN JUNE. 

Tests on this soil have always been eratic. In the field 

this has been due to a nonuniformity of the soil,and in the 
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greenhouse to the lack of humus and the tendency for the soil 

to bake,therefore,any discussion ~ the effects of any treat

ments on this soil would be a matter of pure guess. 

Below is ~ppended a photograph of the 1907 cowpeaa. A e1ance 

at this and the preceeding photograph will give one a fair 

id~a of the behavior of this soil. 

COWPEAS IN POT CULTURE. PLATE VII. 

COWPEAS ON VICTORIA SOIL. SUMMER OF 1907. 

The 1908 crop of wheat was considerably better than the 

other two crops. Unfortunately we can not present a photo

graph of it but a reference to TABLE X will show that the yield 

was good,and that all other fertilizers had a considerable 

bearing on the yields excepting lime and magnesium which did 

not seem to effect the res'ul ts ai ther way. The thre8 limed pots 

standinG on an average of 2.1 grams ahead of the check and the 

five magnesiun1 treated pots standing but 0.4 gram below. EViden~ 

1 
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ly the lime did not bamefit the soil and just as surely the 

magnesi urn did not injur.e it. Therefore, the 00Dll110n not i on that 

mag·oesium is injurious to soi1~ is not always infallible,as the 

results from this and the previous series will plainly bear out. 

On the o'ther hand,magnesi'um did not do on this soil what was 

expected of it in the begirllng,that iSjto make up in plant growth 

for . the native de/fiCenCYOfthat substance in· that soil. 

000 

\ > 

POT CULTURES ON POPLAR BLUFF SOIL. 

..... ************ 
T~is is a swamp soil ashy white in color and very loose ~n 

texture. It ' contains very little humus or olaY ,and is very 

caustic in its nature. ' Th~ white' color and its ' light mealy 

nature leads one to su~pedt the soil to be heavily charged with ' 

magnesium. For this reason, it was added to thi~ teat, but upon 

making a chemioa1 determination of the lime magneaiunl content , 

it was found that the lime was dominant in a small degr ee,6,346 

pounds of lime as against 4,135 pounds of magnesi.um. From this 

it will be seen that the lime magnesium content is below the 

. average 'amount it should be in ordinary soils. ,Considering the , 

previous results we should expect that the addition of both of 

these elements would increase plant growth very markedly.,but as 

a matter of ,fact ' they did not nor did the other fertilizers 

produce any discernable differenceson the 1907 aeries of wheat. 
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The dominating influence here seems to be due to drainage and 

the first good thorough ventilation this soil ever had~ The 

following plate will e~phasize this statement. 

POT CULTURES ON POPLAR BLUFF SOIL PLATE VII. 

I ,II II 

I 

~, - - ~ -~~-: - --- ':'-. ---- - --=- -.~ ~ 

~ . 
- - - --- -- ---~~- ----

WHEAT ON SWAHP SOIL FROM POPLAR BT.lUFF . MISSOt1RI. SHOWI NG 

THE INFLUEnCE OF SUFFICIENT DRAINAGE OVEn FERTIIJIZERS. 1907 
/ 

CULTURES .IN GREENHOUSE AT COLUMBIA MISSOURI. 

All the succe eding crops on this soil showed very plainly 

the effects of the fertilizers added. Unfortunately there were 

no pots containine magnesium made up for thi 's series, but after 

seaing the effect of lime on cowpea growth it was decided to 

make some separate tests of magnesium in solutions from this 

soil. 

The growth of cowpeas in this series was very satisfactory 

and in the field tests of this 89il they made a very decided 

success. The pots were planted July 8 and harvested about Oct. 

ober first. The leaves had just begun to fall and the table of 
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dry weights for this soil on page 40 ' wi1.1 not be quite as 
C " 

acurate as the photograph which follows. 

POT CULTURES ON POPLAR BLUFF SOIL. PLATE VIII, 

COWPEAS ON ASHY SWAMP SOIL FROM POPLAR BLUFF HISSOURI. ' 

SUMMER OF 1907. 

By observing the above photograph it will be seeD that 

the growth on pots Nos.8, 9 and 10 are snaller than on any 

others excepting the check and the nitrogen treated pot number 

2. The check produced 14. 4 grams of dry matter while pot No.8 

with 1000 pounds of lim~ per acre produced 15,4, No.9 with 

2000 pounds produced 12.2 and Mo. 10 with 4000 pounds produced 

15.5 grams, ' By this it will be seen that the limed pots yielded 

a smaller average than the check and knowing this' to be a s 

swamp soil one would expect it to be sour and muggy,therefore , 

responding to lime treatment. 

" Turning our attention to .. the 1908 crop of corn a radical 

difference is encountered whiqh may b e due to a second appli-

\ cation of fertilizers. This second application. practically 

doubled the quantity in the pots and is nodoubt responsible 

for the great differences shown in the succeeding ,crop of corn. 
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It will be readily seen by the appearance of the corn in 'the 

following plate that such application of lime was detrimental to 

this soil. 

CORN ON SWAMP SOIL IN GREENHOUSE. WINTER OF 1908. 

By studying the column. of green weights of the Poplar 

Bluff corn in Table X it will be seen that in every case where 

lime was applied in the absence of phosphorus it reduced the re

sultant growth very markedly. Even the presence of nitrogen 

had .little effect. The weight of th~ nitrogen treated pot No.2 

was 102.9 grams that of the lime nitrogen treated pot waa89.9 

as against the check which weighed 58.2 grams. In this con

sideration note the constant decrease in growth,in the lime 

treated pote,as the lime increases by application. PotNo.8 

with 1000 pounds of lime yielded 59.4,pot 9 with 2000 pounds 

of lime yielded50.0 and pot 10 .. with 4000 pounds of lime yielded 

but 24.3 grams of green corn. 

In the case of such decreased growth in the presence of 

lime,it was aU6~ected that the soil had been made too alkaline 

and had resulted in reducing the nitrate forming bacteria to 
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, such an extent as to 'interfere with ,plant growth. Accordingly 

determinations were made to ascertain the acidity or alkalinity 

of the s 'oil in the limed pots;and also to find the quantity of 

nitrates present. From the results of these determinations 

there appears to be no great variation either way fr om t he 

neutral pointl~urely not enough to effect the growth of the 

plant or the bacteria to any appreciable ,extenj. But the great 

surprise came in the, large quantity of nitrates found present. 

Thus it would seem that something else besides a lack of nitro

gen is ailing this soil. ' The table of determinations follows. 

DETERMINATIONS IN POPLAR BLUFF SOIL SHOWING AMOUNT OF 

NITRATES PRESENT1ALSO AMOUNT OF LIME NECESSARY TO CORRECT 

,THE ACIDITY. 

No. of Treat Lime required to Nitrate present in 
Pot. ,ment neutralize 1 acre. parts per million. 

1 Check 360 Pounds 4.08 Parts 

8 Ca 1000 :# 40 " 6.52 " 
9 Ca 1000 I 0 n 3.60 n 

10 Oa 4000 , I 0 • 6.32 " 

According to this table the quantity of nitrates present 

are very considerable and growth should not be deficient on 

their account. Yet in spite of this the yiBld of corn decreased 

constantly as the quantity of lime and nitrates increased. 

In summing up the results of this teat several things may 

be attributed to the use of lime. First it neutralized.the 
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soil acidity. Second,it permitted the process of nitrification 

to proceed rapidly,-in all probability aided nitrification,and 

third,it evidently caused a r.eversion of all the available phos

phates in the soil. In support of this theory is presented the 

excellent physical condition of the soil, the great quantity of 

nitrates present in it,and the abundance of growth in the other 

pots where lime was not added. A more conclusive test of this 

soil will be presented when the discussion of the water cultures 

are reached. 

CULTURE STUDIES ON ELDORARO SPRINGS SOIL~ ' 

This is a sandy 'soil deriving its origin from the red sand 

stones in west foot-hills of the Ozark mountains. There fs but . 
little humus in it and apparently much les8 of the other elemen

ts of fertility. It is reddish gray in color, light, friable and 

leachy. A chemical analysis showed it to contain only small , 

amounts of lime and magnesium. 6,209 pounds of the former and 

4,162 pounds of the latter per acre. 

It was shipped to the greenhouse in the late fall of 1906 

, and stored until sown to wheat the following winter. It was 

treated in all reapects similar to the other soil series. The 

wheat came up without delay and started into growth evenly. But 

it was not long before differences began to show, which grew 

larger as time went on. A glance at the plate below will 
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show the comparative growth. 

WHEAT ON ELDORADO SPRINGS SOIL. PLATE X. 

WHEAT GROWN IN WINTER OF 1907 ON ELDORADO SPRINGS SOIL 

SHOWING EFFECTS OF LIME IN CONTRAST TO OTHER FERTILIZERS. 

A study of the individual pots will show that lime has' re

duced the growth wherever applied. Pot No.2 with an application 

of nitroge~ is better than No3 with lime and nitrogen,and the 

check too is better than No.3. The influence of all the other 

fertilizers stand out in prominent contrast with these. 

. The effect of lime upon the growth of cowpeas may be seen 

in. the following plate. 

COWPEAS ON ELDORADO SPRINGS SOIL. PLATE XI. 

COWPEAS SHOWING THE RESIDUAL EFFECT OF LIMING. 

SUlDlER OF 1907. 

By observing the above plate it will be seen that the add-
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ition of lime effected the growth of cowpeas exactly the same 

as it did the wheat. A close study of the plants in the individ

ual pots did not reveal the appearance of any physiological 

injury,-only a much reduced. plant growth. A glance at the dry 

weights for co.peas on this soil,Table X, will show all limed 

pots to have produced below the check. 

These pots rested until December when the soil was turned 

out,weighed and ~efertilized,the same quantity being used as in 

the first instance. Aft~r all this corn was planted on the ser

ies. The accollpanying plate w1'11 show this corn. 

CORN ON ELDORADO SPRINGS SOIL PLATE XII. 

CORN ~HOWING THE EFFECT OF LIMING, WINTER OF 1908. 

The -above photograph shows the corn after growth during 

January and February. The corn was germinated before planting 

and a great deal of care was taken to select grains near the 

same size and having the same degree of germination. There was

pr~ctically no. d1f~erance in their coming up but after a few 

days those in the limed pots b~gan to fall behind and from that 
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time on the difference grew wider. When this 'photograph was 

taken the leaves on the limed pots were turning yellow,those on 

the under side having already dropped. It was very evident in 
I 

this case that the disturbance was physiological. 

That this soil does not nee~ liming it evident,and in sup

port of this several reasons may be suggested. First,lime is 

not needed to improve the texture of the soil. Second,the acid

ity of this soil is not so marked as to need liming. See the 

following table. 

DETERMINATIONS IN ELDORADO SPRINGS SOIL TO FIND THE 

AMOUNT OF NITRATES PRESENT AND ALSO TO FIND THE AMOUNT OF 

LIME NECESSARY TO CORRECT THE ACIDITY. 

No.of Treatment Lime required to Nitrates present in 
pot neutralize 1 acre parts per million. 

1 Check 630 Pounds 5.92 Parts 

8 Ca 10001 240 " 12.88 " 
9 Ca 2000# 170 " 23.52 " 

10 Ca 4000# 20 " 84.48 " 

(These deternunations were made by Mr.H.H.Krusekopf). 

It is remarkable that there is such little growth in these 

limed pots when one considers the enormous quantity of organic 

nitrogen present. The lime has certainly reacted on the other 

elements of fertility and thrown them out of solution. That the 
I 

addition of both phosphorus and potassium to this soil is needed 
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is shown by their effect on pots Nos.4 and 5. (Plates X,Xl & XII~ 

From a general survey of this soil one would draw the conclusion 

that it was very deficient in theee two elements,considering 

the sandy,open,leachy nature and the stunted vegetation in its 

nativ~ growth. One would also conclude from its red color that 

it was heavily charged with iron. Remembering the statements 

of Voorhees (Bul.210, N.J.)and Loew (Bul No.1 B.P.I.)that S9ils 

containing an abundance . of iron or aluminium would have a ten

dency to revert its phosphorus to the tri-calcic form in the 

presence of sufficient calcium,one could not help believing 

such an occurance in this instance. 

It is extremely unfortunate that seve~al pots treated 

with magnesium were not added to,this series in the begining. 

And to make up for this deficiency some water culture work in 

souutions from this soil was done later. This work will be 

taken up in part three of this paper. 





GRE OUSE POT CULTURE . 

HARR ISONVILLE 
C')wneas 110m ~ owneas 

Pot Treat Dry No .1 Wt . Dry 
ITo. mente Wt. St'ks St ' ka Wt . 

1 Check 11 . 1 4 30. 6 8 . 6 
-
'2 N 12 . 2 4 257 . 2 7 . 9 

-
3 Aa , N 10 . 0 4 30 . 1 10.0 

4 Ca, ·N, P , 17.0 . 4 61.1 10 . 9 

5 Ca , N, p , J{ , 11.3 4 40.2 13 . 2 

. 6 Manure 16 . 5 4 90 . 4 17 . 6 

7 1.fanure & 18 . 2 4 107.1 18 . 8 
Rock Phos 

8 Ca , 1000j 10 . 4 4 20 . 0. 10 . 2 

9 Ca,2000# 10~0 4 14 . 9 8 . 6 

10 Ca , 4000:/f 10 . 9 4 28 . 4 9 . 5 

11 ],{g903 14 . 4 
floo4f 

12 HgCo3 14 . 0 
1 ()()()J! . 

13 MgSo4 13 . 6 
~()()Jk 

14 MgSo4 12 .1 
10{)O~ 

15 MgSo4 1000 15 . 2 ' 
CaCo3 1000 

CORN, COWPEAS , WHEAT . 

CUBA 
WhAa.t . 

No . Height Wt . Per Wt . Per 
St'ks Head 20 He ' de 

13 22 10 . 8 24 . 3 

7 28 15.1 45 . 5 

9 25 16.1 35.7 

11 27 20 . 7 37 . 6 

10 30 28 . 5 57.0 

8 36 47 . 4 118 . 5 

9 36 44 . 2 98 . 2 

8 36 13 .8 34 . 5 

8 24 .. ' 13 . 8 34 . 5 

10 29 8 . 0 16 .0 

9 36 19 . 3 · 42 . 9 

10 34 26 . 6 53 . 2 

12 30 21 . 0 33 . 3 , 

13 34 I 18 . 0 27. 6 

12 28 17 . 5 29 . 1· 

TABLE XI. 

gAT,EM 
~ 

No J Wt . 
St ' ka St' ~6 

4 84.2 Ckeck -

4 59. 1 N 

4 113.0 P 

4 87 . 6 K 

4 35 . 7 Ca 

4 134 . 1 NP I 

I 

I 

· 4 170 . 6 NPK 

4 80 . 5 CaNPK 

4 187 . 5 ManurE 

4 204 . 4 Manur e 
Hoek f 

4 , 

01 
~ 
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"POT CULTURE STUDIES ON HARRISONVILLE SOIL. 

The first three of the following four soils were chosen 
I 

because of the excess of magnesium over lime in them,and It willl. 

be remembered that the first three soils discussed were about 

equal in their lime magnesium content,while the second three dis 

cussed contained lime in eEess of the magnesiUlll. 

This soil came from Harris~nvi11e in Cass county,which is 

just south of Kansas City. It lies in the only strip of 

glaciated country south of the Missouri river •• These ' samples 

were taken from a flat prairie which was underlaid with lime

·stone. The soil is deep,b1ack and rich and presents almost the 

ideal in physical structure. The field from which these sam-

ples were taken had recently .been in clover and was consequently 

in good heart and rich in humus. These samples were composited 

and treated like all the other series before it was SOWD to 

wheat,which was done about February first. The growth of the 

plants was very satisfactory with differences showing up great

est in the presence of phosphorus. 

The lime t "reatment did not enhance the growth as was expect 

ed,falling considerable below the yield of the check. "The lime 

nitrogen culture was slightly below that treated with nitrogen 

alone. And cultures Nos. 8,9 and 10 present a decreasein yield 

as the application of lime increases. This was entirely unex

pected for with the large quantity of humus present in this 
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soil one would anticipate the presence of soil acids and hence 
/ 

the need of lime. The following plate illustrates the growth. 

-
~ - - -::- '~. - - - ~ - - - - -,- - - - . , ..... . 

It - ~ .• ,,-4oJ,. " .. ' 
FIRST CULTURE OF WHEAT ON HARRISONVILLE SOIL. 

WINTER OF 1907. SHOWING THE EFFECTS OF LIMING. 

The residual effect of the lime treatment on cowpeas was 

not materially differentfrom that of the wheat. Their slight 

growth went to prove that addi~ionB of lime was not beneficial 

in this Boi1,-in fact is slightly injurious. By examining the 

table of dry weights for cowpeas (Table -XL, Page 54)it will be 

seen that the check culture stood ahead of all the limed 

cu1tures,as well as the culture which was treated with both 

lime and nitrogen. There was no discoloration of the plants 
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due to liming: and the reduced growth was not a physiological 

disturbance. The relative effects of the fertilizers may be 

seen in the photograph. 

COWPEAS IN POT CULTURE. PLATE XIV. 

RESIDUAL EFFECT OF LIME ON COWPEAS GROWN · IN 

HARRISONVILLE SOIL. S~JER OF 1907. 

This soil like all the balance of the series was resifted, 

refertilized,reset and planted to corn in the early part of 1998 

It grew through the months of January and February and produced 

a much better vegetative srowth than the other soils,but the 

same cultural differences were present in the corn as was found 

in the wheat and cowpeas. The green weights for corn (Table XI) 

will show that the check had produced better than. any of the 

pots treated with lime. This was not as we expected of the 

treatment on this soil,aa magnesium was predominant .. we should 

expect lime to balance up the ratio. But instead it proved in

jurious and we shall have to make the same acqusition here as 

was made in the other seriee. It i s interesting to note that 

the percent of injury due to liming this soil is greater than in l 

the Poplar Bluff or Eldorado .Springs soils. Reference will be 

made to this in a later discussion. 
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POT ·CULTURES ON CUBA SOIL. 

In this soil magnesium predominated over lime in a much 

greater porportion than in any other of the soils tested. It 

was taken in Crawford County Missomri,from a little expanse of 

high prairie which was skirted by rough, rocky hills that were 

covered with ,stunted growths of black oak. The soil in this 

particular field which we sampled was black,with a fairly good 

depth and contained a medium degree of fertility. Field tests 

for a number of years showed a need of humus and phosphorus. 

Lime also did some good but not enough to pay for its cost and 

application. 

Pot cultures were Bet up from composited samples of this 

soil and sown to wheat in 1907. The conditions and length of 

growing period were exactly the same with this series as in all 

the other series described. The groWth itself was good,with 

all fertilized pots showing improvement over the check. By ob

serving the photograph on the following page it will be seen 

that the magnesium treated cultures far out ranked those of 

lime. In this case just exactly the unexpected happened. With 

a soil containing 'magnesium 43 percent in excess of l~me one 

would expect a further addition of that element to ' be injurious. 

But an, interesting surprise resulted, especially if one is a 

believer in the theories of Loew and his Japanese co-workers, 

who strongly maintain the necessity of a one to one ratio of 
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the two elements. The following phothgraph will show this yield. 

WHEAT CULTURES ON CUBA . SOIL. 

THE EFFECTS OF LIME AND MAGNESIUM ON WHEAT \ 

IN CUBA SOIL. WINTER OF 1907,GREENHOUSE CULTURES. 

By o.bserving the growth of cowpeas,which viera grown on 

this soil during the summer following the harvesting of the 

wheat,it will be seen that the magnesium treated pots were 

again producing better growth than those which were limed. The 

amount · of growth in the five magnesium treated pots was 46.3 

percent larger than in the limed pots,which were 9.6 percent 

better than the ch.eck,making the first five pots 60.4 percent 

better than the check. Thus it would se em that cowpeas ·are not 

injured but rather respond to the treatment of magnesiun. 
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COWPEAS ON CUBA SOIL SUMMER 1907. PLAT E XVI. 

THE RESIDUAL EFFECT OF LIME AND J.!AGNESIUM. 

The succeeding crop of wheat during the winter of 1908 

showed the same increase in the magnesium treated cultures. 

This will be very plain 'by a little study of Table VIII, (page 

54). In this table the check is seen to have produced 24.3 

grams, and against this the limed pots Nos. 8, 9, and 10 pro

duced 34.5,34.5 and 16.0 grams respectfully,while those treated 

withmaenesium,Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 produced 42.9, 53.2" 

33.:3" 27.6, and 29.1 respectfully • . By these result sit will be 

seen that the amount , of growth decreas~s as the quantity of 

treatment increases,and it will be interesting to note that in 

every instance where lime and magnesium were added together a 

very muchly enhanced growth resulted. ' 

There is aleo some other interesting things in these re

sults,when the differently treated ,cultures are studied in 

relation to the native elements of fertility in this soil, In 

considering the p:repond'e rance of magnesiwn over · lime in this 

soil one would expect it to re~uire a liberal application of 

the latter.in order to obtain maximum results. However such 
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treatment failed to respond and the cause of the failure will 

have to be sought elsewhere. Going back to Table VIII it will 

be found that both phosphorus and nitrogen in the Cuba soil 

eme ~ds the$e element" in both the Adrian and Victoria. 80i1s. 

Also that ~the growth on the Adrian and Victoria. soils gave :-a 
,. 

slight advan~age to the limed cultures, and while liming this 

soil gave an advantage it was about four times inferior to the 

magnesium treatment. Now would not one be led to suspect that 

when lime was applied to soils rich in humus a large part ,of its . 

available energy would be apent in neutralizing the aoi1 acids 

thus leaving a reduced quantity to be active in reverting the 

available phosphorus in such soi1e. 

The action of lime in all the aeries thus far considered 
,. 

can be traced out only by a close atudyof the humus content of 

those aqi11. And in every case but one where a~oi1 with a 

high hwnus content was limed the final result was in favor of 

liming, and always by a large percent. On the other hand where 

humus was deficient a positive injury resulted and the extent 

~f the injury 8e~med to be influenqed by the amount of phosph

orus present. This condition would therefore lead us to believe 

that the relation was not so much the ratio between ~ime and 

magnesium as it is the ratio between lime and humus and magne8-

ium and phosphorus. In support of this argument two more soill 

wi 11 be considered, one exceedingly low in huntul the other 

higher in humus than any other 80il yet disculaed. 
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WIRE BASKET CULTURES ON UNIONVILLE SOIL • 

. Thi·1I ill a dark,nearly black prairie 10am,lIilty in texture 

and underlaid by a. greasy clay lubaoil. The ;oil i .. about 

eight inch~a deep and grades gradually into a aticky clay. It 

is quite fertile, containing a higher quantity of humus than any 

of the other loill yet considered. The result of two chemical 

analyee. gave magnesium the predominance over lime by 860 pounds 

per acre. It ia a noteworthY co-incidence that in the two 

beat soils studied magneaiunl fJhould exceed the lime. 

Observing the alight and sometimes uncertain benefit or 

injury done on aome of the preceeding series led to a. more 

violent applica.tion of lime and magnesium to this soil. A new 

formula wa" neceasary,which was devised and carried out in wire 

baaketa. The soil was handled as were all other soils excepting 

the nitroeen,phoaphorus and potassium,which waa added to all in 

the aame quantitiea,excepting of courae the check. Manure was 

added at the rate of 20 tons per acre,Bone.meal at the rate of 

600 pounds andDried Blood 400 pound; with Potaaaium Sulphate 

200 pounds per acre. This ia a rather heroic treatment but it 
... 

waa not known at this time that &0 much plant food would effect 

the .lime magneaium treatment. Then in order to ahow up the 

mOlt . atriking effect of the lime magneaium treatment these two 

element. were added in extremely large to ordinary amount •• 

The following table will show how theae were added. 
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FORMULA No.1 TABLE XII. 
, 

Pot Lime treatment. Magnesium treatment. 

1 . " Check Check 

2 Calciwll Carbonate 10 tona Hagnellium Carbonate 10 tena 

3 t. " 5 " " - " 5 " .. 

,4 " " at " " " 2i II 

5 " " ~-! " " " i II 

· 6 " " ai _ ', II " " i " 
7 " " ai " " " 11\ " 
8 " " It " " 

,It ai- " 
9 " " · 1 . " " " at " 'i 

10 " " .1 " " " ai " 'to 

TABLE OF LI ME AND MAGNESIUM TREATMENT UNIONYILLE, 

SOIL. WINTER 1908. 

Begifilng with baaket No.5 it will be seen that the lime 

t·reatment diminiahes aa the magneaium increaaea." Corn and oata 

were planted, en thia aeri a nd their growth waa very satiilfa.ct 

ory. The c,oi'n g~ew longea t and gave the beat result". 
, , 

CORN CULTURES ON UNIONVILLE SOIL. 
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Obaerving the photograph it will be a.en that the heavy , 

treatment of ten toni per acre waa entirely too atrongand five 

tons waa injurious. Two and one half tona of lime and magnes.ium 

• :i.n No.4 proved to be about right. It will be recalled that a 

mixture of ' lime and rnagneaium in the soila of Victoria and Cuba 

gave larger returns than any other treatment. Comparing basket. 

No.5, 6 and 7 with ba,keta Noa.8, 9 and 10 it will be aeen that 

the firat three are .lightly better than the laat thr,e. Thia 

givea the advantage to lime al~houih magneaium exceeded that 

element in the 51oil. Under the conditionri thi. ia aa we ~hould 

expect for it will' be remel11bared that wherev$r tho humua content 

wag large the addi~ion of lime alway; produced a larger growth 

than the addition of magneaium. The n~xt plate ia tha t of oat. 

which are growing under the aame treatment. 

OAT CULTURE ON UNIONVILLE SOIL PLATE No.XVIII 

.. 
OATS GROWING ON UNIONVILLE SOIL UNDER HEAVY LIME 

MAGNESIUM TREATMENT. WINTER 1902. 

The resulta of these ~ata were identically the gam aa th' t 

of the corn,which ahowa that both oata and c~rn y1 Id in thia 

loil to th flame influenc,. Bsforo making a diacuaaion tho 80il 

fr:om Sal.m will b. introduced. 
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POT CULTURES ON SALEM SOIL. 

Thi. a typlca~ POlt 0 k soil from the Ozark region. It ia 

larg 1y clay and aand,wlth very little humua. The general tex

ture of th~ 80il i. poor and ita fsrtility ia alao poor. 

Analyaie ahowabut 2600 pounda of lime,3540 poundl of magneaium 

and 660 pounds of P205.p r acrs. Loew and hi follower would 

add lime to th11 loi1 to equalize th ratio, but in pot culture 

such addition ia th direct caule of the mOlt atriking injury 

in any of the cultures. Compare the wheat and cowpeas on Adria·n, 

Lamar, and Victoria soils with the limed cultures in the follow-

ing 60il. 

CORN CULTURE ON SALEM SOIL PLATE No.XVLII 

SHOWING THE EFFECT OF LIMING ON · SALEM SOIL. POTS 

, Nos. 5 and 8. GREENHOUSE AT COLUMBIA. WINTER 1908. 

This is a soil in which there is scarcely any hUIDus,and the : 
j 

results here are certainly in contrast with those obtained on 
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the Unionville soil~ Had both of these soils been tested for 

a,cidit,Y they no doubt would have given a st 'rong treaction,as all 

humus , ~oils do,and as poorly drained clay soil,s do also. It , is 

largely upon the labo~atory test of the soil's reaction that we 

advocate the addition of "lime. And it is conditions of this 

sort that has led to 'the conclusion that lime should be added to 

any and every soil for any and all apparent 11la. From the 

standpoint of economy it is dq~btful if such pcoceedings is 

advlsable,and surely from the standpoint ' of equalizing the ratio 

there would be less of judg~ment than economy_ 

In the 'case of the Unionville soil the lime undoubtedly 

spe~t its force in neutralizing the soil acids' formed by'c the 

dec~y of . the native humus together with ' that of the manure 
, 

which was applied. Surely it' could but 11 ttle more, ~nd the , 

sweetened condition of the soil was conducive to a healthy plant 

growth .. · On the'other hand the Salem soil contained but little , 

humus and the lime spent its force on the available mineral 

elements present. ' This is certainly bonDa out in the results 

of liming Poplar Bluff and Eldorado Springs soi1a. 

Owing to the great variation .of soil fertility and texture 

one can not accurately determine the ratio of these elements in 

pot culture. It can be determined for individual soils,but the 

lime magnesium ratio will be as far away as ever. So if accurate 

results are desired the experimenting with these elements will 

have to be done with pure chemioals and upon a pure medium. 

This is wh~t was attempted in the following experiments • . 
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PART III. 

PURE CULTURE STUDIES 

ON THE 

CALCIUM MAGNESIU1{ RATIO. 

************ 

It was evident from the beginning that the exact ratio 

between calcium. and magnesium could never be ascertained by 

using soil or sand for the supporting medium. Such substances 

are too variable and uncer·tain in their composi tion, and are only 

useful in so far as their individual- selves are concerned. 

In·order thereforeJto make such determinations accurate it was 

neoessary to substitute some subetljUlce of .known .oompos11iion ~or 

the supporting ~edium and feed the p~ants with · pure chemicals . 

in nutr1~nt 'solution. 

Sui table substances of this kind al'e not easy to find., b~t 

after considerable casling .about two were' obtained ;~~ch it was 

thought would fit the case in hand. They wereCarborulf~ and 

Graphi te', each of which are made in. the electrio furnace at ex-
:,' / ' . . 

ceedingly high temperatures. They are non-oor'r~8ive in 'action 

~nd compa'rativel~ i~e~pensive •. · A quantity of Graphite was .. ,. 





obtained and tried out. If was found to be satisfactory as a 

g.rowing medium but dirty to handle. Samples of carborundum in

dicate that it would much better that tile g raphi'i6 &8 it would 

not blacken and \-vas coarser grained, it approximat ed sand in 

structure. 

When making up cultures from this graphite it was found to 

take up water very slqwly,and in order to facilitate ll~tters 

the entire quantity of graphite was placed into large dishpans 

ana enough water added to wet it thoroughly upon standing. 

When all was read~ it was mixed to insure an even moisture con

tent and then weighed out into small sized paraffin, baskets. 

These were calculated to hold one pint and were found ,to con

tain 335 grams of air dried graph~te and leave ,sufficient room ' 

for manipulation. (Hoiature determinations were made of the 

graphite when the baskets ware filled). Three series of ten 

cultures each were set up in duplicate, making twent(,Y baskets to' 
.... 

a series ,or sixty baskets in all. As each aeries was set up 

it was labeled la,lb' and 2a,2b,etc. 

Corn,wh~at and oats were set to germinate while construct

ion and f illing of the baskets and t he computationsof solutions 

were in progress. Molecular soautions were .used as the basis 

and the final solute wag made accordingly to the formula from 

them. The table showing the formula follows together with the 

proportions used. 





FOR1WLA No. Ill. GRAPHITE CULTURES. 

Sol Chemical ~ Molecular Strength Gr.per No.of No.of 
used weip" ht a of Sol. liter litera .elrama 
KN03 101 MIIOO 1.01 3 3.03 

A 1JH4S04 132 M/200 .66 :; 1.98 -
K2HP04 17Ll M/aOO .87 :; 2.67 

B CaC12 III MIIOO 1.11 1 1.11 

C MgC12 95 M/lOO .95 1 .95 

HOW THE SOLUTION'S WERE COMPOUNDED. 

Culture Chemical d,eterminants -show- Sol.A. Sol.B 
ing strength and ratio. 

, la & 1"0 Check9--Distilled water 

2a & 2b CaC12, M/lOO: MgC 12, M/100 250 125 

3a & 3b CaC12,M/IOO : MgC12, U/200 250 125 

4a & 4b CaC12, M/100 : MgC12, M/400 250 125 

5a & 5b CaC12, M/lOO : MgCI2, H/800 250 125 

· 6a & 6b CaCI2, M/100 : MgC12, M/1600 250 125 

7a & 7b CaC12, M/200 : MgCI2, M/lOO 250 62~5 

8a & 8b GaC12, M/400 : MgC12, M/lOO 250 31.2 
-

9a & 9b CaC12, M/800 : MgC12, M/100 250 15.6 

lOa & lOb CaC12, M/160Q: MgC12,)t/lOO 250 7-.8 --- ! •• . 

Times 
Diluted 

a 

2 

2 

4 

4 

Sol.C 

125 

62'.5 

31.2 

15.6 

7.8 

125 

125 

125 

125 

TABLENo. XIII. 

Total NotTotal , cc 
of fl..rame of Sol. -

6.06 ( 

- -
3.96 3,000 

5.22 
-

4.44 1,000 

5.70 1,000 

TABLE No. XIV. 

Sol.D Total. 

Diet. 
500 

H2O 
500' 

62.5 500, 

93.7 500 

109.3 500 

117.1 500 
"-

62.5 500 

93.7 500 

109.3 500 

117.1 500 

m 
to 
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One hundred cubic centimeters of the nutri,ent solution, as 

compounded by the formula on the preceeding page,was -added to 

each basket in the seriee. This brought the moisture content 

tip to appr.oximately '30 percent which was considered about cor

rect,although graph1tewill contain 40 percent moisture without 

excessive saturation. The percent of moisture which was .all 

ready in the graphi te was ascertained add deducted when t .he 

baskets were brought to standard moisture at the time of sealing 

them. 

An interesting fact was observed with this graphite in 

relation to its taking up moisture after. having once become dry • . 

In such instances it presents ~ll evidences of being oiled,and 

will collect on the surface of the water which then gathers. 'up 

into globular masses. Considerable stirring will incluce capil

lary action,but hhe particles of graphite never appe~t right, 
J/ 

pr~Benting a glossy air tight appearance. The behavior of the 
~ . 

mass leads one to suspect polarization similar to the effect o~ 

magnetized iron. 

Wh~n compounding these solutions it was found advisable to 

make up about twice as much as was necessary for the first · 

round. Solutions thus prepared are ready at any moment and the 

long tedious qualitative work is thus avoided. After the plants 

had ,been growing for two or thre .') weeks it was considered nec

essary to make a ' second application of the stock aolution in-
./ 

order to keep them growing ' in a nearly constant strength of 
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solutions. The loss by transpiration was from day to day with 

distilled water. 

When the grain had germinated sufficiently t9' plant the 

final preparation .as made by adding one hundred cubic centi

meters of the re.specti ve solutions, . to each· basket. Great care 

was taken to, select grains o.r like size,appearance and degree 

of germination • . Considering the start the plantlet.s made this 

was very a"cu.ratelY done. All planting was at a uniform depth" 
, l ~ , 

two gl"a'1ns. of corn and seven of wheat and oats to a basket. 

Arter ·the plantlets had gotten up an inch or ·more the tQPS of 

the. baskets were sealed with paraffined paper. At this time 

the moisture 'content was made up to the standard,the baskets 

reweighed after sealing and this weight kept for all computati~ 

onsthere after. Wire baskets ,crush easily and care must be -

taken to prevent the sealed cover from loosening and t 'hus per~ 

itting evaporation. 

eORU CULTURE ON' GRAPHITE. 

********** 

The growth of this corn was very satisfactory"it was plant~ 

ed (.Tan.19 and weighed last on Feb.19. There seemed to, be 

evidence of further development due to these treatm'ents and th1.: 

series was left Wlharvested. Owing to permanent absence from 

the university it was' never harvested. Rut instead the average 
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transpiration data is presented in Table XV,and a photoeraph 

is here presented. The traaspiration data ~in these experiments 

are not considered very seriously as they admit n~ny errors un~ 

less watched ,closely. Green weights are much_to be prefer~d. 

PLATE' IU. CORN GROWll~G ON GRAPHITE AS A Stm-S,TRATUM. 

GRAPHITE MAKES A GOOD SUB-STRATlJIM. THERE IS NO PLANT 

FOOD IN IT. THIS CORN HAS BEE}T GROWN OH PURE CHEl . .fICALS. 

By obserying the above photograph it cannot be said that 

the cu1t-ures (~o6.3 to 6) bearing the heaviest calcium"treaimen":. 

have produced a more luxuri.ent growth than the last four(No.7 

to lO)which bear the heaviest magnesium treatment. The truth 

of the matter is the last four had a less number of dead leave., 

and a thriftier color than those heaviest treated with calcium.,~ 
, ;' 

The transpiration records gives the calcium treated cultures 

. much the highest rank,27.l percent above the ones treated with 

magnesium, which ranked but 0.2 percent above the check. All 

calculations are based on culture No.2 which had a ratio of 

one to one. Judging from the photograph, it would be hard to 

say wh~ch was the superior treatment and in the light of this 





Cultu~e 

la & 1b 

2a &2b 

3a & 5b 

4a & 4b 

. 
5a & 5b 

6a & 6b 

7a & 7b 

8a & 8b 

9a & 9b 

lOa & lOb 

LA No. IV . CORN ON GRAPHITE. ABLE No. XV . 

Chemical determinants showing AmoUnt Average Compar t tv %comp t t v 
etrenQth and ~atio. Transn . Transn . Transn 'on TraneD. 

95 . 7 
Check, Dis.t illed water. 88 . 4 100 100 

A1 ~ 

109. :; -I 

Due to CaC12,1 : MgC12 , 1 107 . 4 121.4 
, ()F; F; 

CaC12 ,1 : MgC12,t 108 . 9 lime 116. 4 136.6 
124 0 

CaC12, '1 : MgC12 ,i ' 
115 . 3 

114.2 129 .1 138 . 5 
115.2 
125. 0 due to -

CaC12,1 : MgC12 ,1/8 126. 6 143 .1 
128. 3 magnes 

CaC12 ,1 : MgC12,1/16 
123.5 

I ium. 
128 . 6 145.4 

, 133 . 8 
94 . 4 

CaC12,i : MgC12,1 95 . 3 107.7 
96 . 3 

CaC12 , t : MgC12,1 116. 3 1 ;12 . :; 127. 0 
lnRA~ 

114 . 0 
Ca C12 ,1/8 : MgC 12,1 111 . 6 126 . 2 121 . 2 

109.:25 
110.6 

CaCI2 ,1/16 : MgC12,1 107.6 121. 6 
105 .7 I 

AVERAGE BENEFIT OF j IAGl;ESI ~J1.f . 2 iv , AVERA;J-E DE~JE?I I"~ 0:2 LI l,iE 27 .6 jJ 

-

--.J 
<:.N 
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experiment one would not be justified in saying that either 

treatment was the better,or even to suspect that there existed 

a ratio between the two elements. Certainly magnesium has n.ot 

been injurious in this test, even in ita heaviest application. 

--The treatment of these cultures were all uniform. They 

were placed .into a shallow flat until the plants were well 

atarted then -they were tranafer~d to a sunny place with plenty 

of room. In repmtitions of this expe~1ment it will be more 

satisfactory to grow but one plant in a baalet,~hen the excess

ive mass of roots would be avoided. Corn roots frequently push 

themselves "hrough the covering of paraffia and if care is not 

taken this will cause serious errors. 

*** 

OAT CULTURES ON GRAPHITE. 

The growth of the oats was not -satisfactory,although they 

were given the best of care. The graphite was the sanla,was 

handled -the same and at the same time as that in which the corn 

grew, and the solutions were poured from the same bottle. Any 

differences in· the growth of the oats may be correctly ascribed 

to the effect of the solutions. In the first place the general 

growth of the plants were not good, only one or two cultures did -

produce anything like a fair growth • . 
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OATS GROWING ' ON GRAPHITE. ' Pl:,ATE xx. 

OATS GROWING ON--GRAPHITE AS A SUB-STRATUll, DEMON

STRATING THE RELATION ,OF CALC Iml,f AND MAGNESIUM TO PLANT 
...... 

GROWTH. GREENHOUSE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI. WINTER 1908. 

The above photograph was taksn after the plants had grown 

a period of thirty days. The ,growth could hardly have b.een in

hibi ted by too strong soll..ltions as they con,tained but 4,165 

parts per million of soluable salts. The difference shows plain 

ly in favor of the calcium treatment,even culture No.1 with a 

ratio of one to one shows- a marked falling off from the cultures 

having excessive magnesium in ther't. Several of the plants in 

the magnesium treated cultures died outright~and many more were 

brownish red showing marked physiological disturbance. This 

disturbance also extended on up into the calcimn treated cultu-

res ,but not to such a marked degree. The plant lets were shake~ 

out of the graphi te and the root growt"h studied to observe the 

effect of the treatment upon the~. The accompanying photoeraph 

on the succeeding page illustrates the root growth. In it the 

calcium treated cultures produced the heavier development, and 

what is more strange to say the roots in the check cultures 
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were finer,longer and much more numerous than any of the others. t 

OATS A~rD WITEAT GROWN IN GRAPHITE SHOWING ROOT 

DEVELOPHENT. WHEAT ABOVE OATS BELOW. 

A glance at the green weights of the tops (Table XVI) on 

the following page ,will show a one percent injury due to the 

' addit.ion of magnesium. As the calcium decre'asee in these cul

tures the green weights ~f the individual treatments do not 

va~y in proportion either way,but as the magnesium decreases in 

the calcium treated cultures the green weights of those cultures 

increase until the last one which falls short. 

The results of this test indicate plainly that t~agnesium 

was injurious to the growth of oats. This is the third time 

that oats have been used in testing this ratio and the second 

time that magnesium haa given reduced yields. It may be there

fore,that oats cannot endure an excess of even a moderate 

amount of magnesium in their physiological economy,but this 

point will require considerable testing before being settled.' 

The following table presents a digest of the transpiration and 
green weights. 





ultur e 

1a & Ib 

2a ,~ 2b 

3a & 3b 

4a r~ '4b 

5a & 5b 

6a ~ 6b 

7a ,-?C 7b 

Sa & Sb 

9a & 9b 

FORHULA No . V. OATS ON GRAPHITE. 

Ratio 

Cheeks 

Ca 1 : !'.{e 1 

Ca 1 : Mg -k 

,., 1 . "I ,r 1 va . . lVLg 47 

Ca 1 : Mg1 / 8 

Ca 1 · ifrr 1 lI P-• · '-is I '-> 

Ca~ : Mg 1 

f"'laJ- . ~te 1 v 1+ • " -

Cal l S : HB 1 

Amount Average No. Green Average Compar 
transp . transp. plants wt . wt . BTowth 

93.4 92.3 7 0 .7 1.15 100 
91 .2 l R 
83 . 2 1. 2 

83 . 5 7 1. 32 113 .7 
83 .8 1. 4 . 

102 .2 1 . 2 
10 2 ~ 3 7 ' 1. 37 119.0 

IG€3. 6 1.5 
1. 5 

87. 8 92 . 7 7 1. 4'7 127.7 
98. 2 1. 4 

1. 3 
89 .5 95 . 3 7 1. 55 134 . 6 

101.1 1.8 
1.0 f 

' 88 . 0 84. 5 7 1. 06 92 . 1 
81 .1 1.1 
69. 2 1. 2 

67 . 2 7 1. 3 112 . 9 
65 . 3 1. ~! 

1. 48 
69 . 1 74 .7 7 1.41 114 . 7 
80.3 1 . 2 
92.4 1.0 5 

73. 5 7 1 . 27 110.3 
54 . 7 1 . 4 
83 . 6 

TABLE No.XVI. 

r;ompara t i ve 
I~) of growt h. 

100 

113.7 

11 8 .. ~ 

11 2 .7 

1 . 2 
10a& lOb Gal!18 : 1.lg1 79 . 9 7 . 1. 30 112 . 9 

I 76.4 . 1.4 

I NJtJRY DUE TO HAGNES I ll,,.f 1.0 ~ , DENEFIT DUE TO CALCIUH 4.6 /~ . 

-.J 
-.J 
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WHEAT CULTURES ON GRAPHITE. 

The growth of the wheat was very satisfactory. Much more 

so than that of.the oats. It grew 29 days before being ha~veBt

ed, but had made sufficient growth to show the differences of 

treatment. This culture was made up in ' the same way and. handle1i 

the same in every respect. 'By observing the phot ograph one 
\ 

would ge~ the impression that ~he calciwn treated cultures were 

again giving the best yiella,but a reference to the table on 

the following page will aho" that these cul t ures fell behind 

the magnesiuIT cultures by 11.7 percent. 

WHEAT CULTURES O.lT GRAP ITE. PLATE XXII • 

. WHEAT ON GHAPHITE DE IfOHSTRATING THE CALCr ill!l MAGNES-

l UI RATIO. WI NTFR 1908. 

A little study of the column of compar a tive growths in the 

table. will show that the green weights do not vary in any very 

defini te relation to the calciulTI magn as iuli treat l.lent. By re-

ference to Plate XXI , Page 76,it will be seen again that there 

is no relation between the effect~ of the two treatment s. 

The table of transpiration and green weights is presented on 

the follqwfng .page. 





Culture 

1a & 1b 

2a & 2b 

3a & 3b 

4a & 4b 

5a & 5b 

6a & 6b 

7a & 7b 

8a & 8b 

9a & 9b 

10a&10b 

10Rl.nJLA No. VI. WHEAT ON GRAPHITE. TABLE No. XVII. 

Ratio Amount Average lCompar. Green Average Co~par .. I~ompar". pay-s .I 
transp. transp. transp. wt. m. growth o gr' th gr'tt . ~~ 

Checka 99.6 100.4 100 1.54 100 100 29 
101.3 2 .. 2 
"116.1 0.9 

Ca 1 : Mg 1 160.4 159.7 1.96 127.2 127.2 !9 
204.8 3.03 

. 
279.3 2.1 

Ca 1 : Mg i 228.1 227.1 2.35 152.5 29 
177.0 2 , .. 6 Do to 

- 204.6 2.2 
Ca 1 - : Mg -¢ 190.8 190.0 2.15 139.5 29 -

177.0 2.1 lime 
301.7 2.62 149.4 

Ca 1 : Mg/8 248.0 247.0 2.,36 153.2 29 
194 .. 3 2 1 
206.7 2.15 Do to 

Da 1 : Mg/16 200.5 199.6 -2.35 152 ~; 5 29 
198.4 2.56 magne 
304.·9 3.22 

si:um. Ca t : Mg 1 287.0 286.9 2.94 190.8 29 . 
269.1 9. 66 

Ca t : Mg 1 199.4 2.21 -
278.3 277.1 2.27 . 147.3 

357.2 2.3~ 
267.8 2.24 161.1 29 

Ca/S : Mg 1 225.1 224.1 2.31 149.9 
1R2.4 2 .. 38 

~a.16 : Mg 1 243.7 2.45 
234.9 253.9 2.41 156.4 

226.2 2.38 

Benefit due to calcium 22.2 %, Benefit due to Magnesium 33.9 %-

""l> 
to. 
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PURE CULTURES IN AGAR-AGAR. 

Graphite cultures are fairly aocurate to work with,a great ' 

deal more 80 than soil,but neither i8 sufficient tor painstaking 

aoouraoy i8 required. In stUdies of this kind 80lid substanoes 

are objectionable because of the faot that they remove by ab

sorption or ~dhes1on certain of the elements of nutrition. This 

is objeotionable beoause the elements removed might be the very 

ones upon whioh speoial emphasis or speoifio determinations may 

be making. And were suoh to happen in this partioular instance 

the ratio for whioh we are endeavoring to establish wiuld surely 

be ~isturbed. For these reasons some substanoe was desired 

which would permit the nutrients to be distributed un~form~y 

throughout the mass' and at the same time serve as a supporting 

medium. The substance Agar-Agar seems to fulfill the purpose 

in an ideal ' way,and was therefore given a trial. This 'body is 

pure oelluloae,jelly like in form when melt&d in water. It has 

but but one obj ect'ion, that of not admitting air to the growing 

roots within it. 

Ordinary drinking glasses were employed as oontainers instead 

of paraffined baBke~s. Glass would be less susceptible to 

corrasion by the solute, and too would be a more stable vessel. 

The light was excluded by tightly wrapping the glasses ' in jackets 

made from carbon black paper. After which the nutrients were 
r 

co~pound_ and the Agar Agar poured in while hot. 
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The components of this solute were calculated and compounded 

as accurately as possible,and all .ariations of growth, except 

from outside influences, should be ascribed to the action of the 

elements in question. These solutions were built up on the molec

ular basis and diluted according to the formula, which was con

structed as near as possible to meet the plant's needs. This 

formula was arbitrarily derived and is shown on the next page. 

The chlorides of calcium and magnesium were used in all the 

pure cultures where the ratio of these two elements had been pre

viously tested, and all the differences noted by such tests were 

usually so slight as to fall within the limit of error. In the 

following trials it was thought best to use a radical in conne~ 

tion with the calcium and magnesium which would magnify these 

respective differences to an unmistakable degreee By carefully 

observing the manner of compounding ,the solutions it will be seen 

that a splendid opportunity for such an experiment is presented • . 

As for example,in solution No.2,with the ratio Ca 1: Mg l,we have 

present the maximum amount of both elements,whl1e in solution 

No.6,Ca 1:Mg/16,we have the ratio at its widest point. Therefor~ 

the ratio,11ke an Isosceles Triangle,diminishes both ways,and 

whichever of these elements has the grater stimulative effect on 

plant growth should augment that growth when in the presence of 

a radical possessing the most essential qualities for growth. 

In the particular instance at hand it was decided to use the 

element phosphorus as th*s radiaal. 





Sol. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

1:. 

FORJlULA VI I • CULTURES ON AGAR-AGAR. TABLE No.VIII. 

Chemicals Molecular Strength Grams No. of No.of Times Tota1No. 
weight. per liter liters grams dilute. l · of grams . 

(NH4)2S04 132 )1./400 .33 7 2.31 2 4.62 

KN03 101 K/IOO 1.01 7 7.07 2 14.14 

FeC13 trace 

CaHP04 2H20 172 U/lOO 1.72 . 3 5.16 4 20.64 

MgHP04 7H20 246 y/lOO 2.46 3 7.38 4 29.52 

Distilled water 

.~gar-Agar 
2 '" 

20 7 140 3 420 

This solution may be critic~sed for being too heavy. It carries 

5,520 parts of salts per million. 

Solution A,remained constant in series I, was diluted twice in seriesI!, 

and three times in series III. 

Solutions Bj C, and D remained constant ~ throughout. 

(X) 
l\) 





HOW THE SOLUTIONS WERE COMPOUNDED. TABLE XIX. 

Culture Chemical determinants 8ho~ Sol.A: Sol.B. Sol.C. Sol.D. Sol. E4 Tota) 
ing strength and ratio. 

1a & Ib Checks- Distilled water. 16~ . ;' 500 

2a & 2b CaHP04/1 : MgHP04/1 166.6 83.3 83.3 167 500 

3a & 3b CaHP04/1 : MgHP04/a 166.6 83.3 41.6 41.6 167 500 

4a & 4b CaHP04/1 : MgHP04/4 166.6 83.3 aO.8 62.2 167 500 

~ 5a & 5b CaRPOt/1 : MgHP04/8 166.6 83.3 10.4 72.6 167 500 

Sa & 6b CaHP04/1 : MgHP04/16 166.6 83.3 5.2 77.8 168 50'0 

7a & Ib CaHP04/a : MgHP04/1 166.6 41.6 83.3 41.6 167 500 

8a & 8b CaHP04/4 : MgHP04/1 166.6 20.8 83.3 62.2 167 500 

9a & 9h CaHP04/8 : YgHP04/1 166.6 10.4 83.5 72.6 167 500 

lOa: lOb CaHP04/16: MgHP04/1 166.6 5.2 83.3 77.8 167 \. 500 

Solution A,ia made up of ammonium sulphate,potassium nitrate and ferric 

chloride. This is the standard solution in the three series discussed. 

Solution B,is the calcium phosphate and C,is the magnesium phosphate. D is 

the distilled water and 0, is a 2 % solution of Agar-Agar. 

I' 

en 
()1 
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The element phosphorus is probably the most active in the 

formation of new tissue and fortunately this element exists as 

a radical of calcium and ~gnesium., We were anxious to employ, 

it in at least one trial because of the fact that Loew and Reed 

found both magnesium and phosphorus closely related in the for~ 

tion of new tissue. Were the above true it would naturally be in

ferred that in a casa of this kind the stronger magnesi~treated 

cultures would out-rank the stronger calci~treated cultures. 

In the final out come of the test this supposition was borne out 

beyond a question of a doubt,as the following table will show. 

Before making an examination of the table a word of explana.. 
.,/ 

tion is due. After following up the ·results of these experiments 

for some time a feeling grew up that the relation of calcium and 

magnesium to plant growth was not so important as was the rela

tion of these elements to the quantity of the other plant foods 

in the solute. Therefore,in making up this test· Solution A, 

which bore all the nutrients except the two in question, was 

diluted once in series two, and twice in series three, thus making 

series one twice as strong as aeries two,and four times stronger 

than series three. 

The following table shows the results in this proportion. 





FORMULA VIII . WHEAT CULTURES IN AG~AGAR. TABLE XX . 

SERIES I. - SERIES II . SERIES III. 
CUlture Hat10 av ' ge ~ Com' pd. Avlge % l Com l pd Avlge % Com l pd 

. wt . Grwth [growth wt . g'rowth growth wt . growtl growth 
loa ex ~o cnec.k 3 . 2 50 . 8 12 . 7 57 . 4 2 . 0 47 . 6 

2a & 2b Ca 1 : Mg 1 6.3 100 . 0 100 4.7 100.0 100 4 . 2 100 . 0 100 

3a & 3b Ca 1 : JAg 1 5. 4 85 . 7 5.1 106. 4 3 . 0 71.4 

4a & 4b Ca 1 : Mg/4 5. 8 92.0 82.5 6.2 131.9 120 . 7 4.2 100.0 97.2 . 

5a & 5b Ca 1 : 'Ug/8 5.0 79 . 3 6.2 131.9 3.7 88.0 

6a & 6b Ca 1 : Mg/16 4.6 73 . 0 5.3 112 ."9 4 . 0 95 . 2 

7a & 7b Ca/2 : Mg 1 7 . 0 111.1 " 6. 3 134 . 0 4.7 111.9 

eM 8b Ca/4 : Mg 1 6.3 100.0 102.8 6.2 131.9 139.8 . 4 . 1 97.6 116.5 

9a & 9b Ca/a : Mg 1 6.0 95 . 2 6.6 140 . 4 4.8 114.2 

10a&10b Ca/16 : Mg 1 6.6 ~04 . 7 7.2 153.1 4.8 114 . 2 
\ 'If ' r l" 

In series 1,the benefit of magnesium over calcium was '20.3 percent,in 

series II,it was 19.1 percent and in series III,it was 18.3 percent. 

This method of testing is hard to manipulate, but is very satisfactory 

when watched closely. Considerable skill is required to set it up accurately. 

(» 
01 
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I~ all respects the results of this experiment,as is shown 

by the preceeding tab1e,were just as we had anticipated. With 

reference to the magnification of the differences of growth 

between the two e1ements,and also with regard to the supposition 

that magnesium and phosphorus compounds functioned together in 

the development of plant tissue. Our third supposition,which 

was mentioned in a former experiment,was also indicated as cor

rect, i.e. that the ratio is not so much between calcium and 

magnesium as it is between magnesium and the other elements of 

ferti1ity,as in the case of soils,or the solute in the case of 

pure cultures. A full conclusion,however,could scarcely be drawn 

from tha results of this test alone, because the phosphorus,which 

is regarded as t~e most aotive element of plant growth, was in

troduced the same in all three of the series. But where we do 

base our conclusion is upon the fact that the magnesiu~phosphoru8 

treated cultures were 19.2 percent in excess of that from the 

calci~pho8phorus treated cultures,and that this percent of 

growth decreased as the dilution of the principle elements of the 

solute increases. It will be recalled from our experience in the 

previous soil culturee,that growth was always augmented by the 

addition of magnesium to a soil rich in phosphorus and humus, and 

that such growth was decreased by the addition of magnesium to 

soils deficient in these elements. Were this indication to be 

proven true it would do-a-way with the time honored aaying"The 

relation of lime amd magnesium to 1 p ant growth". 
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That this test was accurate is evidenoed' by the fact of 

suoh close agreement of the perc"entage increase over the oaloium 

treated cultures in the three series. (See foot note on paga85) 

In order to show the experiment we present here a photograph 

of it while growing. 

WHEAT IN AGAR-ABAR, PURE CULTURES. PLATE XXI I I . 

GETTING DOWN ON BRASS TACKS. 

The solutions are oalculated and compounded in such 

e way that the proper dilution i8 reached when the melted 

Agar-Agar is poured in. Germinated wheat is then inserted 

just sufficiently to cover the growing portion. 

is 
From the above photograph itA plaln to be seen that the quan-

tity of growth increases with the increase of magnesium. As was 

expected series three which was grown in the fourth dilution pre

sented a lighter growth than series one. Another fact in support 

of our third supposition is forcibly brought out here. Series 
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No.l,growing under full strength presented a benefit due to 

magnesium over lime of 20.3 percent, No.2,with half strength 

gave a benefit of 19.1 percent and No.3,gave a benefit of 18.3 

percent. These figures are given on the percentage basis and do 

not take into account the great difference of vegetable growth 

between the two. The abo've figures indicate that the ratio of 

benefit due to magnesium was directly in proportion to the 

amount of potassium in the solute. In this case we say potassium 
, 

instead of nitrogen,because we have an abundance of nitrogen And 

a very limited quantity of potassium in Solution !,which we dilut~ 

ed. Aside from the top growth it was interesting to note the 

root growth and a photograph is here presented. 

PLATE XXIV. SHOWING THE ROOTS OF WHEAT GROWN IN AGAR-AGAR. 

The root growth like that of the tops increases with the in

crease of magnesium. Distilled water was kept on top of the Agar 

Agar to prevent cracking. This method is entirely satisfactory. 
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PURE CULTURES IN AG~AGAR,-continued. 

The preceeding test of the calci~magnesium ratio in Agar

Agar was the last to be completed in' t -he laboratories of the 

Univeraity of Mi •• ouri. The following four tests were set up and 

completed in the agricultural laboratory of the State Normal 

School at Maryville,Missouri. And while the apparatus of this 

department was not very elaborate,the supply of ·chemicals were 

purchased new from Eimer and Amend and were of the highest purity. 

In the previous test the pho8phOrU8 radical was u8ed in 

combi-nation with the calcillUn and magneaium,while in the present 

trial the nitrate radical of the two elements was employed. 

This was done inorder to determine whether or not the phosphorus 

radical did function with magne8ium to produce an increase of 

growth over t ·he calcium,and also to Bee if the nitrogen radical 

would functiGn in a similar manner. In order that the amount of 

nitrogen in the cultures should be the aame,the distilled water 

that was always used to make up the shortage,which occurred as 

the ratio of. the two element. varied, was made to carry an amount 

of nitrate eactly equal in porportion to the shortage of tne 

lesser determinant. When the experiment was planned it was 

intended to dilute the' standard solution a8 was done in the pre

vious t •• t,but instead the determinant solutions B, 0, and D were 

each diluted once as the series were being eet up,and such dilutiGn 

resulted directly oPpo8iteto that of the foregoing test. 





FORMULA No. IX. CULTURES ON AGAR-AGAR, COIITINUED.' TABLE XXI. 

Sol. Chemicals Molecular I Strength Grams to No. of \ No.of t Times Total No. 
weight liter liters grams diluted of grams. 

-
NH4Cl 53.5 M/400 .135 2.45 .33 3 .99 

.. 

K2HP04 174 M/lOO 1.74 2.45 4.26 3 12.78 
f-A. 

K2S04 174 lA/200 .87 2.45 2.13 3 6.39 

Fe(OH)3 trace 
-

B. Ca(N03)2 164 M/200 .82 .735 .60 6 3.61 
-

c. Mg(N03)2 148 11./200 .74 .735 .54 6 3.25 

D. KN03 101 M/IOO 1.01 11.094 1.10 6 6.60 

E. Agar-Agar 2% 20 4.2 . 84 3 264 
\ 

Water ,redietilled from glass,waa used in the above solution.,and inorder 

to eliminate any poisonous substances, which may have volatilized over with the 

steam, the water was shaken up with a quantity of ferric hydrate. This process was 

made complete by placing the water and hydrate into a large aspirator and attaching 

the filter pump which was then left to bubble over night. This also aerated the 

water which was necessary since Agar-Agar does not admit air to growing roots • . 

I 

(0 
o 





HOW THE SOLUTIONS WERE COMPOUNDED. TABLE XXII. 

Culture Chemical determinants Bho~ Sol.A. Sol.B. Sol.C. Sol. D. Sol.E. 
ing strength and ratio. 

la & 'lb Checks 140 70 

2a & 2b Ca(N03)2,l ; Yg(N03)2,l 70 35 35 70 

3a & 3b Ca(N03)2,1 : Mg(N03)2,/2 \ 70 35 17.5 17.5 70 

4a & 4b Ca(N03)2,l : Mg(N03)2,!4 70 35 8.7 25.3 70 

5a & 5b Ca(N03)2,l : Mg(N03~2,/8 70 35 4.3 30.7 70 

6a & 6b Ca(N03)2,l : Mg(~03)2,/16 70 35 2.1 32.9 70 

7a & 7b Ca(N03)2,t2: Mg(N03)2, 1 70 17.5 35 17. q 70 

Sa & Sb Ca(N03)2,/4 : Mg(N03)2,1 70 S.~ 35 25.3 70 

9a & 9b Ca(N03)2,/S : Mg(U03)2,1 70 4.3 35 30.7 70 

10a&10b Ca(N03)2,/16: Mg(N03)2,l 70 2.1 35 32.9 70 

Enough potassium nitrate was added in Solution D to just balance ,the 

amount omitted by solutions Band C by reason of their variation. 

Total 

210 

210 

210 

210 

210 

210 

210 

210 

210 

210 

I 

<0 .... 





J'OBllULA No. " X. WHEAT IN AGAR-AGAR - CONTINUED. TABLE XXII. 
~ 

SERIE_S I. o. SERIES II. SE;fiIES III. 
% Comtpd Avlge 'fa" Comlpd AV'ge 'fo Coml~ Culture Ratio Avlge 

wt. growth growth lit. growth growth wt. growth growth 

la & 1b Checks .93 37.6 37.6 .92 38.7 38.7 ~92 35.5 35.5 

2a & 2b Ca 1 : J.!g 1 2.47 100.0 100 2.39 100.0 100.0 2.31 100.0 100.0 

3a & 3b I Ca 1 : Mg/2 2.17 87.9 I 12.38 99.5 2.60 112.1 
-

4a & 4b Ca 1 : Mg/4 2.16 87.4 91.4 2.23 93.3 92.7 . 2.30 99.9 97.2 

5a & 5b Ca 1 : Ug/8 2.35 95.1 2.11 88.2 1.94 83.9 

6a & 6b Ca 1 : Ug/16 2.36 96.4 2.25 94.1 2.15 93.0 

7a & 7b Ca/2 : lig 1 1.15 61.1 1.83 76.5 2215 93.0 
-

8a & 8b Ca/4 : }.(g 1 1.73 70.0 68.8. 1.89 79.0 77.0 2.06 89.2 85.5 
-

9a & 9b Ca/8 : Ug 1 1.71 69.2 1.88 78.6 2.05 88.7 -

10a&10b Ca/16: Yg 1 1.78 72.0 1.77 74.0 1.65 71.4 

Benefit of LIME over magnesium 22.6 %, Benefit in seriesII, 15.7 %,series III 

11.7 'fo. Average benefit of all three series 16.6 percent. 

The above result was secured by using the nitrate radical of calcium and mag

nesium. This is the first PJre culture to indicate a benefit in favor of calcium. 

co 
l\) 
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In the previ~uB test the greatest benefit occurred when the 

magnesium-phosphoruB ingredient was present i ,n its greateet pro

portien to the balance of the nutrients 'in 'the solute, but to the 

contrary in this teat,the greatest injury was manifest when the 

magnesium nitrate ingredient was present in the greatest proportioJ 
\ 

tQ the balance of the nutrients in the solute. Therefore,it 

would seem from this,that the nitrate and phosphate radicals of 

magnesium perform antagonistic functions wheR employed in . nutrient 

solutions,at ' least they were more antago'nistic than are the ;oorl'-

.ponding 0 mpounds ' o! calcium. The table below will .how at once 

the relations of the two compounds to tae growth of wheat. 

, These result. were calculated on the ba.is of growth which 

was produced on the one to one ratio of the two determinants. 

COMPARATIVE ' RESULTS , OF THE NITRATE AND PHOSPHATE 

RADICALS OF CALOIUll AND MAGNESIUlf ON THE , GROWTH OF WHEAT. 

BINEFIT 10 , INJURY % 
llgHP04 17.7 0.0 

CaHP04 0.2 0.0 

Mgl(N03)2 0.0 17.5 

Oa(N03)2 0.0 6.3 

AGAR-AGAR CULTURES, SEE TABLES XX AND XXII. 

These results are' especially interesting since lime and 

nitrogen haa been lately exploited ' as a very fine fertilizer and 
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too,from the fact that differences 80 wide should arise from a 

combination of two such important elements in plant development. 

The accompanying photograph sets forth the appearance of 

the cultures at the clole of the experiment. Note how the mag

nesium treated wheat stands up,on the right end,as against the 

caleium treated on the left end. 

WHEAT CULTURES IN AGAR-AGAR. PLATE XXV. 

THE NITRATES OF CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM WERE USED, 

AGRICULTURE LABORATORY,MARYVILLE, MISSO~I. 

The results of the last two tests may have been due in part 

~ chemical influenc8e other than that of the nitrate and phOB

'phate radioals of the two .elements in question. Recent inveetl1-

gations by Osterhout, Loew, Aso and other on the sUbject of "The ' 

Imp&rtance of Physiologically Balanced Soluti0ns for Plants" has 

begun to throw con iderable light on the relative action of cer1~ 

tain minerals commonly occurring in plant solutions. Osterhout 

in his invest~gat.on (Botanical Gazette, February 1908) has 
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discovered that a definite relation existed between magnesium 

and potassium, which if not maintained would prove injurious. 

He further ascertained that either element when usea aione was 

highly poisonous and that potassium was much more so than mag

nesium. , When mixed together,however,it was found that the ratio 

favored the ' larger quantity of potassium,in the ratio of 10 : 1 

for liverworts and 4 : 1 fGr wheat. Taking these results and 

applying them to the two tests in question we 'find,with reference 

to the phosphorus radical (Formula VII), two' courses open for a , 

'conclusion,the first is tha~ the phosphorus radical antagonized 

the excess of magnesium which was in excess of potassium in the 

ratio of 4 : 1 thus assisting the final Gutcome,and the seoond 

is that the phosphorus and magnesium functioned together in the 

production ofthQse excellent results. (Table XX). 

Considering the case of the nitrate radicals (Formula XXII) 

we again have two courses open for ' conolusions. In this case 

potassium is in the ascendency with the ·rati.o of 6 : lover mag

nesium. This combination resulted in a positive injury to the 

plants, and the injury was due to the excess of potassium, which 

exceeded the proper ratio by fifty percent,or to the combination 

of nitrogen and magnesium. The potassium in all probability 

assisted in the injury, but the greater blame apparently falls 

upon the ni trate. Espec,ially do we think tlilis since that injury 

also resulted,although to a lesser degree,in the calcium treated 

cultures of ·the same test. . 

Excess potass;um was omitted in the succ di 
ee ng ,experiment. 





lSol. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E 

FORllULA NQ.IX. 
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SALEM SOIL EXTRACT 

IN AG:A}l...AGAR. 

Chemical MoleculE r Strength Gr'm to 
wt. liter 

NH4Cl 53.5 11./400 .13 

FeSo4,7H2C 278 11./800 .34 

KHP04 136 lA/lOO 1.36 

Dist.H20 

Soil extract 

Ca(N03)2 164 M/50 3.28 

Mg(N03)2 148 M/50 2.96 

NH4N63 80 11./25 3.2 

Agar-Agar 2% 20 

Liters 
used 

5.28 

5.28 

5.28 

4.28 

1.00 

5.28 

5.28 

5.28 

5.28 

CULTURES IN SALEM SOIL EXTRACT. 

PLTABLE NO.XXIII. 

No.of 1 Total c.c. 
grams solution 

.68 

1.79 

7.18 

4280 

1000 

17.31 1110 

15.62 ' 1110 

16.89 1300 

105 1760 

Bearing in mind the recent ill effects of excessive additions 

of potass1um,an endeavor was made in this instance to eliminate 

as much of this element as would be pcsaible and be consistant 

with plant growth. The same chemicals excepting the mono-calciun~ 

phosphate was SUbstituted for the di-calcium phosphate,and one 

fifth of the solute was replaced with an extract of Salem soil 

which was previously discussed on pages 65-6. This extract was 

made bY shaking 500 grams of this soil with one liter of water 

twice distilled. This mixture was repeatedly shaken and allowed ' 
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to stand three weeks before uS~1ng. The liquor .was then oare

fully poured off and filtered. This made a very aooeptable ext

tract I thaugh not 'so accurat e as that fil tared through the Chamber

lain porcelain filter,whioh filter is espeoially construoted for 

this purpGse. 

Tnis solution was also compounded a little differently than 

the others were, the total quantity of solution needed was made up 

as solution A. This was then aliquotly divided up between sol

utions B,O, D and I to which the proper ingredients were respect

fully added. 

The wheat was grown in glasses in a ma~ner similar to all 

other of these tests. It was germinated on a germinator made bY 

filling the meshes of ordinary screen wire nearly full of paraff~ 

and then floating the device bY means of corks. This makes an 

ideal germinator and also permits the rootlets to become accus

tomed to the water before planting. The growth exhibited no 

marked differences from other similar trials. 

The final results of this test was as we had anticipated 

from the work of Dr. Osterhout and the results of the tests just 

completed. The omission of a portion of the potassium in this 

test reduced the final injury in the magnesium treated cultures 

from 17.5 to 9.9 peroent making a dif.ferenoe of 7.8 points. 

The following pages gives the method of making the oultures 

and their final results. 





Culture 

le. & lb 

2a & 2b 

3a & 3b 

4a & 4b 

5a&& 5b 

6a & 6b 

7a & 7b 

Sa & Sb 

9a & 9b 

. 10a&10b 

lla&llb 

12a&12b 

HOW THE SOLUTIONS wERE COMPQUNDED. TABLE No. XXIV. 

Chemical determinants sho~ Sol.A. Sol.B. Sol.C. Sol.D. Sol.E. TotE 
ing strengths used,&Ratio 

I 

Checks - distilled water 160 ~ to 80 240 
e+- o 

Ca(NO~)2J 1 : Mg(N03)2, 1 .. ~ 80 80 80 240 0 ~ 
::s c+ 

Ca(N03)2, 1 : Mg(N03)2,/2 
..,. 

Ha 0 
0 ::s 80 40 40 80 240 

Ca(N03)2, 1 : Mg(N03)2,/4 
~ 

:r- SO 20 60 SO 240 CD 
0 b' 

Ca(NOf)2, 1 : Mg(N03)2,/8 ~ ~ SO 10 70 80 240 p CD 
e+-

Ca(N03)2, 1 : Kg(N03)2,/16 
..,. r::f SO 5 76 80 240 0 CD 
t:S CD 

Ca(N03)2, 1 : Yg/O-Dist.H20 
CD ::s 
td f:! 

80 240 
'- aa 

Ca(N03)2,/2 : Mg(N03)2, 1 a CD SO 80 40 SO 240 '- p. 
t:j 

Ca(N03)2,/4 : Mg(N03)2, 1 SD ' 
SD 20 80 60 80 240 aa 

Ca(N03)2,/S : Mg(N03)2, 1 
S. SD 

70 240 
tr:J 

10 SO 80 
t; 

• 0 
Ca(N03)2,/16: Mg(N03)2, 1 ~ 5 SO 75 80 240 

Ca/O,Dist,H20 : Mg(N03)2,l 
.. 

80 240 ., 
Solution was without magnesium and No.12 without calcium. 

Solution A was -made up and divided into aliquot parts upon which solutions 

B, C1 D, and E were made. This simplyfies matters a good deal. 

1 

to 
0> 





FORllULA No. X; WHUT CULTURES ON AG~AGAR IN PLATE No. XXV. 

SALEM SOIL EXTRACT. 

, 
Culture Ratio No. Green Average Compared % Grand ave- final % 

plants wt. ri. of growth in % grow1 h compared 

1a & 1b Checka 10 1.62 .81 69.2 69.2 69.2 

2a & 2b Ca 1 : J.!g 1 " 2.34 1.17 100.0 100.0 100.0 

3a & 3b Ca 1 : Mg/2 " 1.91 .955 81.6 

4a & 4b Ca 1 : Mg/4 " 1~ :90 .95 81.1 
78.8 21.2 

5a & 5b Ca 1 : Yg/8 " 1.87 .936 79.0 ~I 

6a & 6b Ca & : llg/16 " 1.73 .865 73.8 

Ca 1 : Mg/O 
-

7a & 7b " 1.~ .82 70.0 30.0 

8a & 8b Ca/2 : Yg 1 " 1.83 .915 78.2 ~ t: 
9a & 9b Ca/4 : Ug 1 " 

~ 

1.86 .93 · 79.4 ~ 

76.7 23.3 
lOa&10b Ca/8 : Mg 1 " 1.81 .905 77.3 

11a&11b Ca/16: Mg 1 " 1.69 .845 72.2 

12a&12b Ca/O : Mg 1 " 1.40 .70 60.1 39.9 
~ -

The cultures in which · both determinants appeared showed an injury on the 

side of magnesium of 2.1% over ca1cium;cu1tures 7 and 12, 9.9% over calcium. 

\ 

-

co 
<.0 
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CULTURES ON SOIL EXTRACT FROM POPJ .. AR BLUFF 

AND ELDORADO SPRINGS. 

Unfortunately the final reoord of these two experiments 

was lost, and as the formula for the solutions was the same a B 

in the last test no spaoe will be taken ' up with them. Both of 

these tests gave results favorable to the addition of magnesium, 

thus bearing out the contention of the discusaion regarding 

similar results secured on this soil by the addition of fertilizer 

See pages 44 and 53. 

Below is two plates showing the appearanoes of the Poplar 

Bluff test. 

SOIL EXTRACT AS WATER CULTURES. PLATE XXVI. 

WHEAT CULTURES ON POPLAR LUFF EXTRACT, ~HOWING THE PLANTS 

WHEN THEY ARE JUST STARTr"NG. 

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE ABOVE 15 DAYS LATER. PLATE XXVII 
r-'!"'""----~-

OBSERVE THE DECREASE IN THE CALCIUM TREATED CULTURES. 
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These tests ' ~ere made in bottles filled te the ccrk with 

the solution ~nd wrapped with carbon paper to exclude the light. 

The wheat .was .germinated in water and- was allowed to throw up a 

sprout abeut one inoh long,which was then inserted thrQugh a cork 

properly notched to recieve them. This is an ideal way to grow 

plants in water culture. The oGrk prevents evaporation,hQlds the 

plants in place and keeps tae r&ots always in the solution. 

ThiQ general reoord of these experiments. is concluded with 

the following plate which shows 'where the work was done. 

SOILS 'GREENHOUSE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI. WHERE 

PLATE 28. THE FOREGOING EXPERIMENTS WERE MADE. 
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SUMMARY. 

*** 

In running back over the most salient features of the pr&
ceeding experiment the following points may be gathered up and 

briefly stated. 

1. Soil is an absolutly inaccurate medium in which to 

t~st the exact relation of the elements found in it, especially 

the definite ~elation of these elements to plant growth. 
I 

2. Graphite, Agar-Agar and Water Cultures are well suited 

for painstaking accuracy_ 

3. Both calcium and magnesium are necessary to plant growt~ 

4. The common notion that calcium and magnesium should be 

in the ratio of one to one is erroneous. 

5. A ratio between calcium and magnesium undoubtedly exists 

for the best development of individual plants,'but that ratio is 

not the same for all plants. 

6. The most vital part which calcium plays in soils is that 

of an acid neutraliz·er and a soil sweetener,and its presence as 

a plant food or to balance up the ratio of magnesium is purely 

a secondary matter. 

7. In plaoe of stating a ratio for calcium and magnesium 

in soils there seems to be more need of placing the emphasis for " 

that· ratio on magnesium and phosphorus. 

8. Magnesium and phosphorus . seem, to function together in 
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plant growth. 

,9. Pot~ssium and magnesium are antagQnlsti.c in their re

lations to plant growth. 

10. llagnesium and ni,trogen seem : tG be antagonistic in their 

relations to plant growth. 

11. Magnesium stimulates plant growth more than calcium. 

12. The action of calcium and ,magnesium is:'not so much 

th'eir 'ratio to eaoh other as their ratio to othe'r elements of 

, fertility. Presumably phosphorus and nitrogen. 
I 

13. This is a ,delioat~ problem 'and will require 'a great 

quantity of time and painstaking work to settle definitely. 

000 

FINIS • 

• * • 
• 
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